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PART I

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING
Opening and duration of the meeting

1.

The fifth meeting of the Technical Committee of Experts was opened

on

17 February 1975 at EGA headquarters by Mr. Y.B. Turkson, Ghana, Chairman of the
fourth meeting of the Technical Committee of Experts. The mooting took place from
17 to 21 February 1975.

Election of officers

2.
The Committee elected Mr* Mohamed L. Allquane, Algeria, as Chairman, Mr. KLallo
Modibo Kane* Mali, as First Vico-Chairman, Mr* Daniel KLlera Mbila, Cameroon, as
Second Vice-Chairraan and Mr. Mukiria Muturi, Kenya, as Rapporteur.
Attendance

3«
The meeting was attended by representatives of the following member and associate
member States; Algeria, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Sgypt, Ethiopia,
Gabon, Oianaj Kenya, Liberia, Libyan,Arab Republic, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic
of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia and Franco.

4.

Observers from UNIDO, UNICEF, UNDP, World Food Programme, 3X0, UNESCO, WHO, IBRD,

UHJ, ITU, 3DEP, East African Community (EAC) and QAU were also present.
Adoption of the agenda and organization of work
5*

The following agenda was adopted by the Committee!

(1)

Opening of the meeting

(2)

Election of officers

(3)

Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

(4)

Implementation of the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order

(5)

Review of tho activities of the Commission between August 1973 and
February 1975 and tho programme of work for 1975

6.

(6)

Programme of work and priorities of the Conmission for the
period 1976-1979

(7)

Obher matters

(S)

Adoption of the report

Tho Commxtteo established two sub-committees aid referred to them for detailed

study the following items of the agenda:

/
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Agriculture, Ecvelopracrafc pL-noinf;, projections ?nd policies, Industrial develop
ment, 3htcmt'tio:ifl ti-.?de, FuMic finrncr- r-nrt finrocirl institutions, Statistics md
Transport rnd communicrtions.
II

•fcturaL resources, PoDrlrtibn, rWu.crtiora.rnd trr.ininp, Bfblic administration,

Science
ience ,-nd technology, Socirl envelopment, Hunrn settlements md Labour, "menegemeat
end
d emplor/tneiit.

■

•;

?
The first Vice-CJvimrn, lir. ricllo Hodibo Krne, v;;.s clesx^rtGcl &s Chairtarji of
Sub-Committee I anc1 the Second Vice-Chrinarn, fir. Daniel Silcra ISbilr., qts Chsirmeti pf
Sub-Consnittoe II. Sub-Committee I electee' lir. Yilnr. I-olde-Etoamiel,'Ethiopia, as
Vice-.Chcirmen nnc7. Mr. "T.A.A. Olaibo^o.io, rii^erif:, to serve cs F^pporteur. "" Sub
committee II elected Mr. Hhss.-a- Saeed Sulimjn, Sudan, to serve as Vice-Chairnan

cnt\ Mr. J.!.T. Hrllsr, ft Rapporteur.

C. ^

Eech Suli-Committco pi-eppred r report vhich, c-.^ter the necessary craenc'inents we

mrdct vrps r-c'opted vt p nlor«?rr session rnr' incorporr-ted in the present report.

In

r4ditioiV thc Committee took note o;; the recoranendrtionc end decisions relating to

the petroleum tndustrv, the /.;Cricmi Institute .for "conoraic Development and Plonninc

(ITEP).,. population e,n& statistics adopted, by various subsidirr^r bodies of the Com
mission rrA trciismittpd. them iTor consideration by the-Conference of Ministers r.t its
tlnrd meeting-. Hie Committee clso r-dopted ;^or considerrtion bv the Conference of
Ministers five drcft resolrtions relrtiae to the Programme o:? Action on the Estr-blish

ment o:t ?. rfetT.Zntemption.-a Economic Order, the crpr.city of the-regions! economic
commissions for r unified rpprorch to •developmentt the frc-u.cncy of the meetings of
the Committee, public o.d!ninistr?.tion and c-mplo^ment md mrnpouernscussiorT qtthr ac^ida rrrate

"

'

Agr-i culture

9-

In its introductory strtcmeatt the secretorirt referred to the relevrnt sec

tions o:? the proranramc of worl: rn£ priorities Cor 1974 snd 1975 ond the drpft

mediuin-ter-m pl^ for 1976 to 1979. In fornn.art.inp the vorlr .pronrrmrao nj?.d establish
ing priority rre.ig pZ rctiou, t'i>e recount rr.s t-ke.n of the r'eclrrrtion me1 Programme
or Action on th? Esstc-bliBhmojit o.C r. 7?er Interactio.irl Economic Order rnd o." the food
situation in the region. -The secret--rirt rlso frvc r -."hrie? wccotvit of the r-ctivities o:n-the Division fi-ice the l?st writer-of 197 ^lile iatroducw the current

progriramQ o:? vr>rk ;\nd priorities.

10. Some minor rd^iustments ±a the operrtionpl rctiviti^e o:^ the Division h?C been
necessitated by recent chen^cs in the rpprorch to the promotion o:t agricultural
development. In the projects rclrtlif: to the revior o:C -f;riculturrl development
pirns rjsd. the promotion o£ rnriculturra reglorarl co-opcrrtion rnd the innroveraent
of r^riciaturrl institutions rnd services, cnaVsis vrs to be plrced on increasing
the productior: o.f .food crops,'.mrrt asu? other mimrl-products Iri order to overcome
the cvrrent chort^re o:" fo-x1 in the region r:--!d to contribute to the .formtioh o?
stocks in the lonf. run., ti this enne-ion, o.^orts - ovad be conce-.itrrteci on tlie
sn£?ll-Bcrle producer ■ ho recounted ."or 3ome no per cent o.-" the r^icultitrrl produc

tion o.f the continent*

:
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11. ' A.s 'far as the studies for regional commodity groups wore concerned, the
Division was to concentrate on a few commodities that were of importance to
the development of multinational co-operation and trade expansion at the

level of the region and that wero also relevant to the measures foroseen in

the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order. A comprehensive study on the oil-palm industry in Africa was
under preparation and studies on the improvement of the conditions of the small-scale dairy farmer would also be initiated. Within the framework of the
medium-term plan, studies would be undertaken on roots, tubers and cereals aa.
well as on vegetable oil, oilseeds, fibres and sugar-cane.

12.

With regard to the improvement of agricultural institutions and ser

vices, the Division would study dairy development projects in selected urban
areas in West Africa, evaluate integrated rural development projects involving
irrigation in West Africa and Madagascar and continue the studies on struc
tural and operational improvements in rural institutions and supporting ser

vices.

Multi-purpose projects with the so-called package approach for servic

ing the small- and medium-scale farmer would be studied in selected countries
of the region.

13. In the discussion that followed, questions were asked and observations
were made about the role of EGA in tackling the problen of drought in the
region and the measures envisaged to forestall the escpansion of the Sahara
desert. Representatives felt that promoting intra-regional trade on food
items was a sound proposal in theory but tho persistence of drought had made
food production difficult. It was noted that the problems arising from
drought varied in nature and intensity from country to country and that, while
some countries were already trying to work out some solution to the problems,
others wero not in a position to do the same owing to financial or manpower

constraints. The Committee then suggested the following methodology for the
guidance of the secretariat! (i) hydrometric studies should be earned out
aijned at establishing whether or not the African region had.passed the most
serious drought cycle; (ii) an inventory should be taken of all possible sol;*tions to the problem; and (iii) all projects designed to combat the problem
of drought and the encroachment of the Sahara desert should be iraplemontod and
co-ordinated on a regional basis. This would include plans for theexploitation of underground water resources, the establishment of green barriers and

reafforestation, the resettlement of nomads and technical andrtfin?f?:Lala,,
assistance for the creation of food storage facilities.
adopted two amendments to the programme of works

The Comrattec then

(a)

In the progranime of work and priorities, 1974-75, item 11.212.02

(b)

Under priority A of project 9-212 in the draft ^^e™^J°f.

should be deleted and replaced by the following "Assistance to countries in
the Sudano-Sahelian and other drought-stricken areas in the formulation and
co-ordination of national programmes to combat problems of drou^it".

1976-1979, item 9.212.01, sub-itenS(a)(i) and (a)(iv) should be deleted and the
following inserted; "Implementation of programmes to combat drought in co
operation with FAO and othor multilateral and foreign aid bodies".

U.

Representatives emphasized the need for a progress report on the 3ub-

regional studies which commenced in 1972 to facilitate a decision as to whether

they should be continued.

E/C* 143^41
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15.

It was felt that a co-ordinated, approach by all the international agencies

concerned would facilitate a comprehensive solution to problems. The importance
of establishing food stocks and setting up credit facilities for marketing was

stressed.' With regard to the project on commodity groups, suggestions were
made concerning the criteria for selecting the commodities, such as the
importance of the African share in the world market of the commodity concerned
and the significance of the proceeds in total foreign exchange earnings.
It was emphasized that the work programme of the Division should give this^

matter the high priority it deserved,, The importance of expanding processing
facilities in the region up to the level of the final product whenever feasible
was also mentioned.

16. It was suggested that the goals and objectives of and the inter-relation
ship between the various projects in the work programme could possibly be
stated more clearly. It was also pointed out that, as there might, not be

sufficient resources to implement all the proposed work programme, it ndg&t

be.Advisable to concentrate available resources on selected activities. It
was suggested that priority should be given to studies that had an ixjpact at
the multinational lovel.

The need to make the studies "action-oriented was

emphasized. It was suggested that an appraisal of the studies carried out by
the secretariat would bo of interest for the countries of the region.
17. It was also suggested that the number of conferences, meetings, seminars
and expert working groups 3hould be reduced as far as possible. Many studies
in the past had not been followed up by action. There should be a system where*
by studies should be exploited and used by the States which had commissioned
them. Where a problem was being studied afresh, it could be because no solution

had been found during the first attempt; but mere repetition became wasteful if
earlier recommendations were not followed up.

In this connexion, participants

felt that the Executive Secretary should visit member countries as the occasion

demanded in order personally to persuade the heads of the States concerned of

the need to implement approved projects.

'

16. With regard to financial constraints, it was agreed that, although BCA
was not. an executive organ, it had, nevertheless, as an arm of the United
Nations in Africa, the duty to initiate projects and be in the vanguard of such
projects while persuading the appropriate members of the United Nations *arc£y
to provide the funds for execution. Furthermore, even if it was true that EGA
had no resources of its own, it was equally true that member countries were
also represented in the executive agencies of the United Nations, such asFAO,
UNDP, etc. These member countries could, at the request of EC&, use their
influence in the other bodies to ensure a positive reaction to ECA's requests
for funds.

19.

In reply, the secretariat said that the three projects proposed-da" the

short- and medium-term work programmes had been conceived according to the
following strategy: the first project, relating to the state of food and agri
cultures a review of the current food and agricultural situation in the African
region was aimed at observing and following up developments-In the field of
food and agriculture; the second one, the review of agricultural development
plans and promotion of agricultural regional co-operation, was concerned with
the economic analysis of agricultural production in order to improve the prog
rammes of the countries in the region; and the third, relating to the improve
ment of agricultural institutions and services, dealt with the social, legal
and institutional aspects of agricultural development.

,
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20.

The secretariat.stressed that the problom of drought had, in fact, been

given priority xn the proposed work programme which had been made to take

into, consideration the resolutions and recommendations of the World Food Con
ference. The secretariat was cooperating with the specialised agencies of the
United Nations system in the studies and programmes of action carried out by
the countries concerned through regional organizations such as the Interstate

Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CIISS).

It had also co-ordinated

its activities with those of other international-agencies, particularly the
UNDAT; and had kept close working relations with FAO in the region. It was
also indicated that high priority had been given to the e;q?ansion of food
production in order to meet the needs of the drought-stricken areas in
particular and of the continent in general. In this context, priority was to
be given in the short- and mediuo-tern: programmes to the improvement of the
conditions of the peasant farmer. Studies on livestock, meat and other animal
products were to be undertaken in addition to studies on selected export
coaoodities.

^^

21. With regard to the question of reducing the number of meetings, seminars
and expert working groups, the secretariat said that only three meetings had '

been proposed up to 1979 and they were deemed essential for the discussion and
dissemination of the recommendations of the studies foreseen in the programmes
Tho secretariat said that it had taken note of the adjustments suggested in '

the work programme and the emphasis the Committee had put on certain points
concerning the drought and associated problems.

22.

In the light of the above discussion, the Committee accepted tho

amended proposed programme of work for agriculture.

Development Planning, Projections and Policies and Economic Co-operation

23.

In introducing, the programme of work of the Economic Research and Planning

Division, the secretariat briefly reviewed the basic economic (situation of

Africa.

African countries needed to find answers to such crucial questions

as how much.extra had to be invested %o reach the target of 6 per cent growth
rate in the GD£> per year as. against the actual level of only /+«6 -per cent In the
first three years of the decadej whether the. system of development planning

used in African countries was consistent with tho realities and how far it
could cope with the "mounting social problems pf unemployment, ctcM and what

action Africa should take to .deal with recent economic.trends and with resolu
tions adopted at international forums such as the General Assembly of the

United NationsF the ILO, FAO and other bodies.

24. The programme of work of the Division fell under six main headings, which
were listed in documents E/CN.14/TBC0/22/hov.l/Corr.lf and E/OT,]V™X>/23/tev.2.

25.

Under the project relating to development trends, requirements and possibi

lities, various 3urvcys and reviews had been completed in 197/, and tho prog
ramme continued up to 1979- In the years 1976 and 197S there would be a

biennial review of the progress made in the region during the Second Develop

ment Secade; in 1975, 1977 and 1979 there would be an examination of a particular

economic subject of special interest to African countries. In 1975 the main
theme of Part I of the Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa

would be the origin and development of inflationary trends in African countries
and their impact on growth. In 1977 the thomc would be education and employment

/
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in the EGA region and in 1979 it would be related to economic growth, employment
and income distribution and measures for the eradication of mass poverty.
In
all years thore would also bo the annual survey of current economic develop
ments and policies in member countries and the region as a whole.

26.

"Under planning^ projections and programming, the major emphasis was on the

unified approach to planning based on an analysis of development plans of coun

tries of the region.

Suggestions for reforms would be made at the 1976 Con

ference of African Planners.

Other studies would include projections up to

19G0 of trade gaps and feasible growth rates in a number of countries in the
region.
Later it was proposed to e:iitend these projections to 1990, while
other studies would cover mass poverty, income distribution, employment and
underemployment.
27*
The special problems of the least developed, land-locked and island
African countries and measures to promote their development would be the sub-*
ject of an annual socio-economic review.
28.
Particular emphasis would be given to the transit rights of land-locked
countries.
With regard to identification and promotion of economic co-opera
tion opportunities, the objective.was to apprise Governments of options that
might be adopted in the promotion of economic co-operation schemes.
In 1975,
a biennial review of activities within the region would aim to identify bottle

necks and suggest possible remedies.
and 1979.

Further' reviews were scheduled for 1977

29.
The object of the work under the heading "institutional and legal problems
of African economic co-operation" was to assist Governments in making adequate
institutional and legal provisions for economic co-operation and adopting
. .
appropriate policies and measures for-overcoming both internal and external"
hindrances to multinational co-operative action.
30.

The last heading covered the ponagenent and co-ordination of the United

Nations Multinational Inter-didciplinory Developnont Adviaory Teaas (UHDATs). The
second Conference of liinistbrc in February 1973 had adopted resolution 241(XI) with

a view to haruoniz&ng the work of t:*j UHTMs and the EGA subregional offices. The
Team Leader of the Lusaka UHDAT was tiie Director of the ECA Subregional Office for
East Africa.
Tho situation in the Central African UHDAT was different since the
UHDAT. iras located at Yaounde, while the oubrcgional Office was at Kinshasa, "For
the Hionoy UHDAT, the Director of the SubrogLoxul Office had been appointed Team

Leader of the UKD&'J?, but owin^ to staff redeployment, a United Nations staff
meiiiber was acting as Tean Leader.

31. As requested by the Conference of Ministers at its second meeting, the
work programme of the UNDATs in each subregion was formulated by programme com
mittees composed of Government officials assisted by representatives of intei*governmental organizations, UKDP Resident Representatives and representatives
of "United Nations specialized agencies, the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs and ECA.
The meetings of the committees 3erved to ensure that, there
was no duplication between UIJDAT programmes and those of other sources of
assistance.
32.
In accordance with tho recommendations of the Executive Committee with
regard to the orientation of the work of the UNDATs, the following criteria
had been established in the selection of projects in wliich UNDAT3 were to take

part; (a) the buUc of resources should bo allocated to projects to which the

E/CN.14/TBCO/3O
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assisted Governments unquestionably attached priority;, (b) projects of a multi
national nature should take priority over projects of interest exclusively to
one country; (c) to the extent possible, UEDAT everts should work on an inter
disciplinary basis5. and (d) to the ostcnt possible, the projects adopted should
be strategic to the development process of the subregion.

33. Further recruitment for UHIl\Ts had been suspended during 1975, owing to
financial constraints. Arrangements had, however, been made to commence the
operations of the UHDA.T to serve Zaire, Hvranda and Burundi.
34.

Examples were given of the list of projects approved by the countries

covered by the Yaounde UHTIAT.

35. The Connittee ©grossed satisfaction at the clear way in which tlie prog
ramme was laid down. The five main points raised in the discussion which
followed related to the method used hy 2CA in the savings and trade gap projec
tions? to a proposal that SCA 3hould develop and formulate one standard System

of nacro-eebnoraic model for EGA member countries; to the need for evolving
raoro reliable indicators of development than GDP; to the training of planners
and assistance from EGA in the formulation of plans; and lastly to the identifica
tion of industrial projects of multinational nature within the framework of
regional co-operation. Two other questions related specifically to the present
position of the EGA Subregional Office at Kinshasa and to the situation regards
ing the North African UHDAT.

36. The secretariat eoq>lainod that the two-gap model was necessary as a first
step to the selection of adjusters in order to i=iake the two gaps equal. Where
the trade gap was dominant, the adjusters were export promotion and import

substitution; where the saving gap was dominant the adjuster was domestic
savings. It was intended to make naxdJiiura use of the countries" own dovelopcwnt

plans in future projection work.

37- On the question of developing and formulating a standard raa
model for African countries, there were some very real practical difficulties
but the subject vrauld be reviewed against the background of what IE3D wa3 able

to do in this ;field and would be related to the capacity of the advanced
computer which was expected to be installed at 3CA when the new building
was completed.

33. A 'Mffler1 had been prepared in the ESGAP secretariat on the use of indicators
other than GDP for oeasuring social and economic progress but there was still a
long way to #> before an acceptable substitute for GDP could be used.
39. On the question of training planners, it had been found that high-level
personnel could not be spared by African Governments to attend long training
courses: more use could be made of short seminars in which busy officials
could be soared for an exchange of views and this air^t be the most a^ropriate
means for future assistance. As regards EGA assistance in plan formulation and
projections, it was announced that a Regional Adviser on planning, techniques
and projections would be arriving shortly.

40.

The basic problem in identifying multinational projects was that
ma generally costly and could involve, a large number of experts.

/
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ill. A brief summary of the history of the attenipts to create a North African
UMDAT was i^iven. The Committee requested the secretariat to take immediate
steps to establish a Horth Afirlcan UHt&T and to report to the nesct meeting.
The secretariat stated that it was prepared to establish such a team as soon
as it could appropriately do so.

42. The close co-operation of the Zaire Government with regard tD the EGA
3ubregional Office at Kinshasa was commended. BOA. was examining the whole
question in conjunction with the Zaire Government. The questions to be
resolved related to the countries to bo covered by the Office in the future
and its possible location but it was hoped that on acceptable solution could
be arrived at without too ouch delay,

Jj3. A further question had been raised about the need to call emergency meet
ings of African countries when circumstances warranted. EGA. was developing its
capacity to monitor economic developments throughout the world and in Africa
but Africanvcountries wore urged to send EGA all budget statements, economic
reports, development plans and publications of a similar nature as early as
possible so that the basic knowledr»e available at EGA could be more up-todate. A first-clSss library was beins developed in the new building but it
required information from African countries.

44. A statement was made by the representative of IDBP on the training carried
out at that Institute. Two documents were available, an evaluation of the work
programme for 1974 and the work programme for 1975 and 1976. lUEP !iad experienced
difficulty in training planners effectively over a nine-*aonth period. Shorter
courses of three months1 duration on such subjects as the techniques of planning
and project evaluation had proved to be more effective, while short training
seminars had permitted high-level experts to attend. There was a scheme for six
months' research fellowships which had been relatively successful. Kore recently,

short seminars of one week's duration have been held and/or are envisaged in

individual comtries to discuss national plans and development strategies in
general.

45. The existing statute of IDSP stipulated that the Governing Council should
be composed of, apart frou the i&ecutivo Secretary of EGA and a member represent
ing Senegal, seven members elected hy the Conference of African Planners on the
basis of personal competence and experience in affairs connected with the work
of the Institute, who" should be nationals of 3even different African countries
which were members or associate members of the Economic Commission for Africa.
They should be elected for a period of three years ana should be eligible for
re-election. At the second meeting of the Conference in 19&7, representatives

recommended that the statute should be amended so that the number of elected
members could be increased to eight and that each subre^ion could be represented
by two members t the members being elected for two years only so that new osefcers
would always be elected at the biennial meeting of the Conference.

i-6.

The recognitions had been followed in practice.

The need to amend the

statute accordingly had been accepted by the Conference of thnxsters at its
second meetin- at Accra in 1973. No amendment had been made, however, and,

at its fifth session, the Conference of African Planners load strongly recommended
that the necessary avaendiaents sliould be made by the Conference of Ministers at
its meeting at Nairobi in 1975.
hi* The Committee also took note of the draft recommendations made by the Con
ference of African Planners at its fifth session for action by the Conference
of Ministers at its third meeting at Nairobi in 1975.

B/CN.14/641
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Industrial development

48.
A representative of the secretariat, in introducing the programme of work in
the field of industrial development, drew the attention of the Committee to the

relevant section".? of documents E/CN.14/636, K/CN.14/TECO/22/Fev.l/Corr.l and E/CN.14/
TECO/23/Rev.2.'

with regard to the current activities of the secretariat, he informed :

the Committee that the implementation of projects in the proaramme of work for 1975
had been initiated and in particular the activities related to preparatory wbrk for
the Second General Conference of tINIDO to be held at Lima, Peru, in'March 1975 and

the convening of the third. Conference of African Ministers of Industry to be held at
Nairobi in October 1975. Advisory missions were also being carried out in such fields- as industrial plans and policies; industrial surveys; the .development of the forestbased and agro-industries; and the promotion of small-scale industrial development.
49.

In introducing the medium-term plan for 1976-1979, the secretariat referred to

the state of industrialization in Africa and to the special and specific problems
faced by African countries in promoting industrialization. The programme was based on

the guidelines set out in (a) the Declaration on Industrialization in the 1970s

adopted by the first Conference of African Ministers of Industry held at Addis Ababa

in ?'ay 1971; (b) the Declaration on Industrialization in Africa:
Principles and
Guidelines for Co-operation and Development.adopted by the second Conference of African
Ministers of Industry held at Cairo in December 1973? and (c) the Declaration and
Programme of Action on the Establishment of a-Now International Economic Order
adopted by the sixth special session of the General Assembly in April 1974. He said
that the programme had five components, namely:
industrial plans, policies and
programmes? industrial project studies; investment promotion services; development of
rural and small-scale industries: and industrial skills and technology. He drew
attention to the specific objectives and contents of each programme component.

56.
In the discussions that followed, participant* referred ±o the priorities
indicated in the programme.
For example, it was suggested that the number of

conferences and meetings envisaged, during the plan period could bo reduced so as to
enable the secretariat to carry out other priority projects and advance the implementa
tion dates of certain projects.

The resources devoted to investment promotion

activities were also questioned in view of the disappointing experiences*of African
countries concerning the flow and. nature of foreign investment. It was felt that

Africa did not face a shortage of capital as much as a shortage of bankable projects.

Representatives urged that the highest priority should be accorded to project 9.333,

industrial project studies.
The secretariat was called upon to upgrade project
9.333.29 from priority B to priority A status and.advance the implementation date
of the project to 1976. Kmnhasis should also be placer* on the development of the'
insecticides and pesticides industries in African countries.
The identification and

appraisal of industrial projects was essentially a task to be carried out by personnel
at the national level and efforts would need to bo directed towards developing
domestic capabilities in project development and implementation.

51. Participants also stressed the importance of the development of rural and smallscale industries (project 9.335) as well as the development of industrial skills and

technology (project 9.336).

with regard ■ to the former, the main problem impeding

the development of small-scale industries was not a lack, of strategies and policies
but the lack of practical programmes and projects for implementation in the rural
areas. The secretariat was called upon to cive this problem snecial attention and
to make specific proposals and recommendations for promoting rural and small-scale
industrialization. With regard to project 9.336, emphasis should be placed on the
promotion and development of training programmes and facilities particularly for
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managerial cadres, industrial administrators and skilled operators.

Approaches

and methodologies were rrxruired for selecting an* training African personnel in
industrial skills and management and efforts woul* need to be devoted in the programme
of work to assist countries in this respect, with regard to industrial technology
and related problems, it was suggested that the implementation date envisaged for
project 9.336,22, the publication of a compendium of African exneriences in licences,
patent laws and other rechanisms used for th- transfer o* technology, should be
brought forward to 1975.

52.

It was also emphasized that, in the sphere of'industrialization, priority should

bo'given to multinational projects which meet the needs of surrounding areas.

Projects should supplement rather than compete with each other and, although the
final decision should take account of local factors, industries should as far as

possible be labour-intensive in-order to reduce unaroloynent.
For the sane reason,
efforts'should bq made to adapt world technology to African renuirrments.

53.
Reference was mado to the balance between studies and operational activities.
There was a need to carry out basic research on specific industrialization issues
particularly with a view to investigating the effects on African industrialization
of such international factors as inflation and. recession, instability in the
international monetary system and international trade, the energy crisis, etc., so

as to assist African policy-makers in the reformulation and effective pursuance of
the .policy measures needed. On the other hand, it was felt that African countries

were already familiar with the basic issues and problems encountered in promoting
industrialization. What needed to be stressed was that the activities of the
secretariat devoted to studies and conforences should result in practical programmes
which could be put to immediate use. EGA should draw up programme and project
proposals in the framework of the decisions already reached by the Ministerial
meeting of the Group of 77 and of the recommendations to be adopted by the Second
General Conference of UNIPO, ECA was best placed to do this because of the experience
it had accumulated of development problems anr* policies and because it had experts
familiar with the problems and potentials of the continent.

54. The representation of the secretariat, in -responding to some of the observations
made by participants, pointed out that the need to devote attention to the problem
of stimulating external flows of capital to industry in Africa arose from the fact
that, firstly, the savings that could be generated domestically were not commensurate
with the ihvestible funo"3 required for a major r>rocrraiame of industrialization and,
secondly, in the case of large-scale export-promotina and import-substituting

industries in particular, African countries needed the technical and managerial
know-how of foreign investors. Fith regard to the special problems faced by the

least developed, and land-locked, countries in Africa, FC£, in co-oporation with tJOTDO,
was currently promoting a technical assistance projoct ained. at establishing a
mobile advisory team of exports to provide assistance to those countries in the
formulation and implementation of practical and feasible industrial programmes and

projects. Special consideration was being given to the collection ana dissemination
of industrial technology suitable for use in rural and small-scale industries. The
secretariat would continue its activities aimed at prewaring model schemes for the
use and guidance of small-seal*. African entrepreneurs and, with the establishment

of an KCA/U?TIDO Advisory Orour on Industrial Technology, the secretariat would be
in a position to provide increasing assistance to member States in the efficient
transfer and effective utilization of industrial technology.

■ i
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55. The guestion of training also had hicrh priority in the programme of work but
the problem encountered was the lack of funds to implement all the training work
shops and seminars included in the programme of work. Co-operative programmes

would continue to be promoted by the secretariat as in the past especially in
conjunction with UNIDO, FAO, ADB, IDKP and iprd. fc training workshop for industrial
administrators was organized by UNIDO in co-one-ration with EC£ in 1972 and

a

similar workshop was being planned for French-speaking countries. In the broader
framework of the development of managerial capabilities, RCA and OKIDO were jointly
promoting the creation of an African Institute for Management Development which,
when established, could provide training and consultancy services to member States.

56. With regard to conferences and meetings, the representative of the secretariat
explained some of ths reasons which led to their inclusion in the medium-tern plan.

For example, the birnnial Conferences of African Ministers of Industry and the
meetings of its subsidiary organ, the Follow-up Coomittee on Industrialization in
Africa, originated from decisions and resolutions adopted by the Commission as well
as the Council of Ministers of OAU; other meetings had to be convened to examine
specific issues either at the industrial branch level or in connexion with specific

industrialization issues. Such expert group meetings wore the appropriate forums
for formulating recommendations on alternative policy measures for consideration by
African policy-makers at the national, regional and international levels.
.
;

57. The Executive Secretary stated that African countries presently faced a project
identification crisis. While there wns no apparent lack of investment funds, develop
ing countries faced the problem of recycling available funds because of the lack of *
bankable projects. The bottleneck was at the national level in that sufficient
attention had so far not been paid to the development of the personnel needed for
identifying, evaluating and promoting industrial projects. A crash programme was
needed to overcome this crisis. In recognition of this problem, IBFD, in co
operation with ECA, had been conducting a series of project analysis courses in
African countries. The concern expressed by participants on this problem was fully
understandable and the secretariat would intensify its efforts to mobilize bilateral
and multilateral assistance to implement multinational and regional training work

shops.

While the identification and preparation of industrial projects represented

one side of the coin, the other side was investment promotion, to which egual
importance would need to be.attached so that external capital could effectively
supplement domestic resources in the implementation of industrial development

programmes.

53.

The Committee approved the draft medium-term plan for the period 1976 to 1979,

subject to the following observations:
I

(a) Project 9.333.29 should bo upgraded from priority R to priority A status
and the date of its implementation should bo advanced from 1977 to 1976;
1976;

(b)

The implementation of project 9.333.22 should be advanced from 1979 to

(c)

In order to anablo the Executive Secretary to carry out crash training

and

programmes for personnel engaged in project development activities, the Administrator

of UNDP should be request** to earmark adequate funds for organizing and implementing
training workshops for project evaluators.

"

■

.
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International trc.Je

59. A representative of the secretariat outlined the activities carried out by
the Commission in the field of international trade as summarised in the progress

report (E/CN.14/636).

Attention was also drai-jn to documents E/CN.l4/xBC0/22/Rev»l

and E/CN.l4/'TECO/23/Rev.2.

On the basis of these documents, the representative

of the secretariat gave c, brief reviev? of the work programme for 1974-1975 and
outlined the draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979-

60. He drew attention to a number of recent major world developments, which
provided the' background for the secretariat's activities in the field of inter
national trade. He referred, in particular, to negotiations between the EEC
on the one hand and the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries on the other
that had just been completed, to the multilateral trade negotiations that wore
being held under the auspices of the GftTT and to the marked deterioration in the
terms of the trade of the region.

61. The Committee was informed that the work programme for 1974 and 1975 focussed
attention on efforts to safeguard the interests of African countries in world
trade as well as on developing and e:cponding intra-4frican trade. In this regard,
the secretariat had undertaken various studies and provided consultancy services
on permanent basis to the African negotiating group at Brussels. The UHDPfinanced project on multilateral trade negotiations had become operational. A
Director had been designated rnd advisers wore being actively recruited. The
first joint ECA/UNCTAD seminar on the multilateral trade negotiations had been
held at Addis Ababa from i; to 24 January 1975* The conclusions adopted were
being transmitted to the African Group at Geneva rnd to all member States.
Another seminar on the MTi? might be held in the course of 1975*

62. The Africa Trade Centre hod intensified its activities aimed ct assisting
member countries in expanding trade among themselves. A major UHDP-financed

project on development of intra-Africrji trade comprising a wide range of r.cti-

vities wes to start in July 1975° Facilities would be provided during the
twelfth session of the Commission at Nairobi for bilateral, non-committal and
confidential trade talks between interested African countries.
63•

The Committee wes informed of the fact that the programme of work envisaged

for 1976 to 1979 differed substantially from that relating to the period 197^1975. ' Commercial policy rnd trade promotion activities had been integrated
within each project. Cere had also been taken to include projects aimed at

assisting member countries in implementing the Declcration and Programme of
Action on the Establishment of a.ifew International Economic Order.

64. Emphasis was laid on measures and techniques timed at developing and
expanding Africa's ertcrncl trade as well as intra-Africen trade z\n& on assistance
in the establishment of common trade institutions.

65.

The Committee requested the secretariat to combine projects 9»34ls survey

and. identification of Africa's trade problems and prospects, and 9-542, develop
ment and e-rpansion of Africa's external trade, into one project entitled
"Improvement and. e;:pansion of Africa's trade". This streamlining as well as
other amendments of a detailed, nature in the projects of this Division wore deemed
necessary in order to ensure aclecuate resources for project 9*344 which dealt with
the establishment of common trade institutions.
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66. Participonts stressed the need for a study to be carried out on the price
structure of commodities imported by African countries, within the framework of
studies on pricing policy provided for under 9*342.Q3.
The, study should cover

the period 1960-1975 end should be started in 1975.
67 <, Attention was drawn to the need for the secretariat to tuke appropriate steps
to assist African countries to secure full control over their natural resources
and their marketing structures and to process their rr.w materials themselves in
line with the Programme of Action adopted rt the sl'rth special session of the

General Assembly.

68.
The Committee also underlined the importance of the Conference of Developing
Countries on Raw Materials held at Dakar from 3 to 8 February 1975- It stressed

the need for the secretariat to take fully into account the Declaration, the
Programme of Action and the resolutions adopted by the Conference in assisting
African countries with regard to the establishment of n Hew International
Economic, Order.

69.
The Committee expressed great concern over the low percentage of intraAfriccn trade in relation to Africa's overall trade. It emphasised the desirabi

lity of intensifying activities aimed at promoting intra-^frican trade.

In this

connexion, attention was drawn to the need for the secretariat to take stock of
the existing situation concerning trade being carried out not only on a bilateral
basis but also within the framework of multilateral groupings, before any new
studies could be envisaged.
The secretariat should not limit itself merely to
collecting data on the subject. The information collected should be disseminated
in order to enable the Governments concerned to take the necessary corrective
measures.

70. With regard to the bilateral confidential end non-committal trade talks, the
Committee oppressed the wish that the secretariat should be allowed to attend the
talks, with c view to ensuring follow-up.
71.
The secretariat was urged to see to it that there was no duplication between
project 9-342.06, access to and cost of transfer of technology, and project
9.356.22 concerning the preparation of r. compendium of African eicperiences in
licences, patent laws and other mechanisms used for the transfer of technology.
The representative of the secretariat assured the Committee that due account would
be taken of the observations made in this respects

Public finance and financial institutions

72. The representative of the secretariat introduced the work programme in this
field cxiC described the main activities undertaken in 1974 and those to be carried

out in 1975, as contained in document E/CrTa4/TniC0/22/BGv.l. He pointed out that

project il.51i.0i(b) relating to studies to be undertaken in 1975 hed been e;;panded
to include the following studies: (a) a draft model agreement on double

taxation?

(b)

multinational company tr^es in African countries;

(c)

rocent

budgetary improvements in African countries5 (d) recent improvements in tox
administration in African countries; and (e) tax burden in Africa.

//
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73. Participants took note of the work accomplished in 1974. With regard to the
studies envisaged for 1975 under project 11.511» representatives expressed the
wish that they should also cover en analysis of their implications on certain
aspects of trade ond development in Africcn countries.
The title of project

.Ol(b) should be emended accordingly.

74. With regard to project 11.515,it was proposed to include c. study which should
deal with aspects of inflation in relation to their consec-uences on the monetary
policies of Africen countries.
The representative of the secretariat drew
attention to 3tudy 11.513.06, which wes to be undertaken in 1976, and added that
the secretariat vrould prepare a document on these issues for submission to the
Association of African Central Banks at its fourth regular meeting.
Participants
felt that ECA should initiate some research on these subjects rather than leave
the Central Banks to carry out the studies alone.

75. With regard to the medium-term pl<?n for 1976-1979, lengthy discussions were
held on the proposal to establish en African Association of Finance and Tax Officers
(9.511.07). Participants wondered whether the establishment of the Association was
necessary or urgent and (questioned the arguments for it.
The representative of
the secretariat stressed in reply that the participants at the training course on

tear, policy, legislation end administration held at ECA headquarters in 1973 had
strongly recommended the establishment of the Association.
Following the discus
sions on this subject, it was decided that the secretariat should organise meetings
of finance and ta:: officers instead'of establishing an Association.
The secretariat
was to consider the possibility of organizing such meetings and. to incorporate the
proposal in the work programme.

76. Project 9.511.OS, the impact of tar. incentives for investment on government
revenue collections in selected African countries, was £iscussed in detail. Some
representatives suggested that it should be deleted as the subject had already
been dealt vdth adequatelyOthers felt that it should be retained, but that the
title should be altered so that the study would cover the impact of tec incentives
on investments and production in general in the countries concerned instead of
their impact on government revenue. This proposal was adopted by the Committee77.
It was pointed out that the title of project 9.511-10 might give rise to
confusion.
It should therefore be amended to read "Measures to ensure a balance
between the growth of public debt and that of government revenues in selected
African countries".

7S.
It was proposed that projects 9-512 and 9-513 should be combined. The repre
sentative of the secretariat explained that the two referred to completely dif

ferent activities.

It was agreed that as far as possible the projects should be

merged.

79. The secretariat vjgs requested to advise on ways by which African insurance
companies could improve their technical reserves. It was therefore proposed that
the study under project 9-513-0? should also or.amine the relative merits of f.o.b.
and c.i.f. imports.

SO. Project 9.513.IO relating to a study aimed at the improvement and unifica
tion of African capital markets and tt the creation of a multinational capital
market was thought to be of high priority by some representatives, who suggested
that it should be initiated immediately. The representative of the secretariat

that the project had been postponed interrtionally since the markets
had not yet been erected or were not sufficiently developed in c good number of
African countries*
In vie*/ of the interest of the 'problem for certain, subregioiis
hor-revor, it was proposed that the subregiono concerned could begin p. study of the
establishment, improvement and unification of such markets. ECA -would provide
to those subregious.

31•

The Committee decided that the programme of work for 1975 md 1976*1979

should be revised' in light oZ the roregoing comments.

Statistics

62.
In addition to the report on statistical activities and the modium-terra
plan for 1976 to 1979, tho Committee considered the report of the eighth session

of the Conference of African Statisticians (B/CK. 14/611) and a draft resolution
on statistics*

S3. It uas noted that the general structure of the EGA statistical programme
continued unchanged, its basic components being assistance in developing national

statistical services end the provision of a regional statistical service.

Uithin

that conte;:t, the programme had to respond in d :^.e::ible manner to changes in

deta reqiiirements and to opportunities for the development of new projects.

It

was therefore in.a continuous process of development.

34. Most projects'were being implemented on schedule. However, a recent paper
shortage had delated publications a;id limitations On travel funds had affected
direct data collection activities.. Reduced funds for technical meetings had not
resulted in programme deL-ys because most of the projects affected had been
ijsplementod in tho form of secretariat,studies end reports. The principal
exception to th t rule was a $974 rorldzig group on economic information services,
on vihich no action had bean possible.

op. For practiced reasons, the Statistics Division had assumed administrative
end technical responsibility for the regional component of the African Census
Programme in 1974'. As a foUovwi? to that activity, efforts s^ere being made to
devolco a now and more comprehensive programme which would assist countries of
the region to obtain continu?^ supplies of demographic, social end related
economic data through household surveys. That vras necessary in the light of the
unified approach to economic tmd social development c:id of the need to provide
botter household, sector data vihich \tctq a major gap in African statistics.

36. In reply, to c. niostion -.3 to t*y ECA could not give more help in rn essential
field such rs'tho development of agriculturrl stctiDtics, it-«T\S notod that 7A0
\:cs tho responsible agency «iiero such stt^istics viore concerned. The position
was different vhon it c?me to industrird statistics end other subjects which the

United Nations Statistical Office aid the regional economic commissions dealt
with directly.

C7«

Nevertheless the no*: household surveys programme uas already helping to

generate au inter-agoncy approach to statisticrl development.

Detailed

' discussions woro in progress on the incorporation of acficulturcl, educational,
employment, health anC economic data into contiiiuing programmes of household
surveys. v.

.
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on a sales basis, it was pointed out that African countries supplied their
publications to ECA and to other countries of the region free of charge end that
the exchange arrangements already established must continue. The Committee there
fore strongly recommended that BCA should seek additional United Nations funds
for-its documentation service in order to make the supply of material more consis

tent with the demand.

95-

-

•

..

In conclusion, the Committee urged African countries to give high priority '.

to statistical development. It emphasised that the evaluation of notional
progress end the success of projects of all kinds depended on the availability
of data collected in a systematic end standardised manner.
African Census Programme

96.

The Committee's examination" of this project was confined to a short secretariat

report because of the limited time available for discussion.

It was noted that

17 of the 41 ECA member States had participated in the 1970 World Population and
Housing Census Programme before special"assistance measures had been'established
in that field.

97 •

Census field operations had already been completed vdth assistance from the

programme in eight of the other 24 member States.

to participate, leaving 14 with active field work.

Two countries were unlikely

Of those, three had national

enumerations already in progress or shortly to be started. Among the remaining
11 countries, a possible sir. still had to overcome significant organizational

problems»

9C. Those problems heel been considered, in detail at the fourth meeting of the
Consultative Group on the African Census Programme in September 1974 and appropriate

follow-up action hed been taken, mainly in terms of establishing effective national
commitments to the census operations. In case of needj short-fall measures had.
been considered, but their application had not been necessary so far. The aim was.
to complete all field work by the end of 1976, with demographic analysis continuing
over a longer period.

99-

A further consideration noted bj the Committee was assistance to countries

participating in the 19flO round of population censuses. They were all countries
with good, previous census-teperience, so their needs would be different from '■
those countries currently receiving assistance.

"

"
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Transport, communications and, tourism

100.

Secretariat representatives explained that attention had been conce

institution-building to facilitate decision-making in transport.
A second
meetings on combined transport arrangements would be held in 1975 with tho,
of establishing ministerial-level machinery in each subregion to plan and
multimodal transport networks,
A mission was currently being sponsored j

by WTDP, IMCO, UNCTAD and EGA to determine the needs for African manpower
aspects of maritime shipping and for shipping advisory services to
increasing problems of ports and shipping in Africa.

<■

101.
Attention was drawn to the known deficiencies in transport in Africa.
New
problems included major changes in the structure of world trade, reflected in
shifts in the composition of trade favouring hydrocarbons, minerals, other

industrial raw materials and food, in the African region, minerals and hydrocarbons
had since 1968 surpassed, agricultural and export products in thoir share of total
African exports. The types of maritime vessels involved and the modalities governing
their ownership and operations were markedly different from those associated with
traditional export crops.
Moreover, if Governments succeeded in implementing the
various resolutions and policies for greater processing of raw materials before
export, that would also raise problems relating to the types of vessels.
It was
reasonable to suppose that the composition of African imports for accelerated
growth and diversification of the economy would also change.
102. Major shifts in the geographical pattern of trade reflected considerable
shifts in the redistribution of effective world demand for imports and exports.
103.

Technological changes affected virtually every modo of transport and

telecommunications with far-reaching effects on the economics and the law,

organization, manpower and institutions associated with transport and telecommunica

tions.
In this connexion, OAU and SCA were engaged in an effort to establish an
African position on the proposed international convention which would regulate the
movement of goods within Africa as well as between Africa and other regions utilizing
different combinations of modes of transport.
104.
One consequence of the widespread changes noted above was the growing
inclination of developing countries to consider the possibilities of local
manufacture of transport and telecoramunications equipment to meet their expanding
needs.
Another was the recognition of the need for manpower.
Flexible institutions
and programmes would be required which would provide specialization with the openendedness required by rapidly changing technology, economies and organizations.
105.
it was therefore clear that the African regicn was faced with the need to
find solutions as early as possible to both, old and new problems.
A major decision
might well be required on the balance between intra-African and extra-African trade
and transport relations.
Trans-African Highways

106.

The secretariat reported on the four Trans-African Highway projects in

progress in the continent,

namely:
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(i)

the Tt.ins-S?iharan Read-

i

(ii)

the Trans-African Highway?

(iii)

the Trans-Sahelian Highway;

(iv)
X07.

Algiers-Cao-Arlit;

the Coastal Highway;

Mombasa-Lagos;

Dakar-Ndjamona; and

Nouakchott-Lagos.

Intergovernmental

(an

for the

^reject would ba adapted for the otter threo projects.
experience

103.

Highway.

problem encountered in the realization of a

23,98O km.
no

Ta

could be
ii)

four Trans-Rfrican Highways, four other Trans-African Highway links

"to Provide an outline network covering the whole of Africa:
jHjai.im-Ka.Mwa (on the M Sea)

(extension of the Dakar-Ndjamena

Highway);

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Cairo-Rabat-Nouakchott (along the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts);
.Cairo-Mdis T&aba-Oaberones; and
Tr ipoli-Nd j amene..

standard.

112

At the same time, in order to facilitate international traffic on the Highways,

ment of vehicles and auxiliary services, etc.

113

There wore likely to bo nany cases where the building of the highway

of meting these reouirements should be agreed upon
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114

In order to achieve the above-mentioned objectives, there was a need to set

up Inter^nnental working parties similar to the ^inetina ^^^
tL Wtoi-a-Laqo. Trans-African Highway.

The task of such bodies «^J^^Ion

and co-ordinate not only the different construction stages of the international

highways of interest t/the countries concerned, but also the studies and measures
required for their proper utilization.

115

It was pointed- out that the role of the Trans-African Highway Bureau, set up

^^^
116

Fowover, it was felt that not enough was being done in developing adequate

rutl road nc^orks and integrating then within national grids. *a^ was
Eluded in the medium-term Plan.

in Pro^otin, linkages.

As regards railways, no proaress had been made

It was hope* that.the problem would be tackled vigorously

by the newly established Union of African Paxlways.

S^stL ot list "rica an, the Congo Piver basin. Preliminary attention was also
als

being g.ivon to the potentials of the Zambezi and Limpopo rivers.

promising transport onrortunity was pre-^-Pted by external inte

secretariat had dropped studies of the technical and ««»»£ '££fllity
management and development,

coastal

pp

on multimodal transport, facilitation and shippers' councxls.

Communications

.

The Pan-Mricar,Telc™nications

l,

was

rsrss.*rjsiasrsar»
sssrs s-rsss
tion Union

™
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121.

it was expected that the Union, when established, would concern itself with

strategies for the long-term development of all telecommunication services in the
region, including broadcasting, and give policy guidance of a regional nature
without in any way encroaching on the national policies of members. Operations
and technical standards, appropriate tariff structures and revenue sharing arrange

ments would also be dealt with.

122.

The preliminary study of satellite communication and its potential for effective

and low-cost regional public telecommunication services initiated under the 1974-1975
work programme, was to be continued under medium-term plan for 1976-79. The objectives
of the medium-term plan were to establish a permanent regional organ to undertake
further work on regional telecommunications infrastructure; to examine two new
communications technologies, their suitability for solving communications problems

in Africa and the conditions for their effective use* and to ensure adequate trained

manpower to meet anticipated needs in all conventional communications sectors and for

satellite communication services. Manpower was likely to prove a constraint to the
expansion of regional telecommunication services and "the expansion, management and
maintenance of the national services associated with programmes of national socioeconomic development and intra-,*frican trade.

123.

For postal services, UPU, in co-operation with UNDP, was providing technical

assistance in the fields mentioned in the programme of work and priorities for

1974-1975 and the medium-term plan for 1976-1979. Experts had just been assigned
to the projects. The Commission recognized the vital role of .postal communications
in the development of the region and accorded it high priority. The objective of
the medium-term plan for postal services was to improve the efficiency of national
services through subregional training courses on administrative and financial

management,

on routing and on mail tariffs.

Tourism

124. The secretariat was now taking a cautious view of large investments in tourist
facilities. Its general attitude was informed by the conviction t*at however
valuable a contribution the industry might make to foreign exchange earnings, the
development of tourism could not hG regarded as a substitute for building into the

African socio-oconomic systems the factors crucial for self-sustaining development

and economic growth and that on balance negative returns might in many cases accrue
to over-enthusiastic promotion of the tourist industry.

125.

One representative drew the attention of the secretariat to the need for it

to extend its studies and projects to cover Mozambique, angola and Namibia.

He

then suggested that the progress report, the work programme for 1974-197$ and the

mf^"k^ Plan f°r 1976~1979 in «»> f^ld of transport, communications and tourism
should be approved.

The Committee adopted that suggestion.
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Natural Resources

126.
The representative of the secretariat made a statement on the activities of
Natural Resources Division since the last meeting of the Technical Committee of

Experts in the field of cartography, the 'environment, mineral resources, water
resources,

127.

energy and science and technology,

During the discussions which followed, participants expressed som#concern

about the lack of manpower in the field of water resources and energy a|i& agreed

that the problem of lack of staff deserved careful attention.

They su|fe©sted that

the EGA secretariat should make a list of priorities so that member Stkffs could
take joint action either at the Conference of Ministers at Nairobi or .^-the

General Assembly in New York.
A number of comments were made about the" need to
strengthen the Units by providing additional financial resources and it, was
unanimously agreed to discuss the problem again during the analysis of the programme
of work for 1975 and 1976-1979,
A number of participants made comments about remote
sensing in the exploration of mineral resources and one of them expressed concern
about methods which he considered too sophisticated to be continued in the future
by national staff.
Other representatives stressed the importance of the ECA Water
Resources Unit's activity during the present drought which had affected Africa
adversely and requested the Committee to prepare recommendations to be considered
during the discussion of the budget.

128.
In reply, the representative of the secretariat told members of the Committee
that the Natural Resources Division was trying to overcome its lack of staff and
funds by securing experts on a bilateral assistance basis and that successful
results had already been obtained in the field of hydrogoology and minerals.

Discus
sions were being held with the Government of France for the provision of an energy

expert on a bilateral basis.
129.

The secretariat explained that remote sensing was not as sophisticated as

it appeared and that it gave comprehensive pictures not only in the field of
minerals but

also in other fields

It had the advantage

such as

agriculture,

forest degradation,

etc.

of being a very rapid method which gave results that took

20 to 40 years using conventional means.

130.
Finally, the secretariat emphasized that ECA was confronted with important
problems, including budget allocation, and relied heavily on the support given
by member States.

131.

The representative of the secretariat introduced the programme of work

and priorities for
132.

1974-1975 ky unit and projects,

One representative expressed the feeling that the activities of ECA were

fragmentary and did not give an idea of what relations existed between various

projects.
He suggested that, prior to examining the units1 priorities of work,
the Committee should classify the projects by order of priority and discuss those
considered the most important.

He also suggested that ECA should take a more

active role in the endeavour of member
States to establish a New Economic Order.
endorsed by a number of participants.
Some participants observed,

This view was

however, that the programme of work and priorities for 1974-1975 had already
established priorities and that what now remained was to establish which sector
was to be given higher priority.

The representative

of the secretariat

stressed

that the programme of work and priorities for 1974-1975 had already been approved

at the last Conference of Ministers and that its formulation reflected the Waited

Nations coding system.

He added that the draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979

would be presented by order of priorities and thus there would be an opportunity
to change the order in sectoral fields, if necessary.
'The UNESCO representative
emphasized that no decision could be -taken at that stage about what was to be done
during 1975. With these explanations, it was agreed that the Committee would
discuss the programme of work and priorities for 1974-1975 as submitted and analyse
the draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979 by order of priorities.
133. A number of participants asked what ooncrete contribution ECA studies had
made to the development of African economies. The secretariat emphasized that
studies carried out,by ECA were essential to enable member States to have an
accurate knowledge of their natural resources in planning economic activities. :
The secretariat did not stress research but tried instead to respond to member
States' needs by setting up centres that would supply specialized services and

.

training to bo carried out on the African continent.

134. A number of participants expressed the feeling that there was lack of
co-operation between member States and ECA in the field of supplying economic
data and an appeal was made that steps should be taken to rectify the situation.

135. The representative of the secretariat introduced the draft medium-term plan
for 1976-1979, emphasizing that it had been prepared in line with the recommenda-*
tions made by the sixth special session of the General Assembly and by the Regional
Conference on the Petroleum Industry.

136. Duriag the discussions which followed, participants stressed the importance
of hydrogeological activities in Africa and the need for these to be carried out

by ECA,

Non-conventional sources of energy such as solar energy should be developed.

They appealed for more efficient contacts between ECA and national geological surveys
in Africa. Questions were raised about the co-ordination of activities between ECA
and UNDP in order to avoid overlapping in similar fields of activities. Participants
suggested that ECA activities should be extended to the newl^ independent African
States such as Guinea Bissau . One of the representatives suggested that studies
on other mineral resources such as sea-bed resources should bo carried out "by ECA
and the Buggestion should be included in the recommendations of the Committee,

137.

It was also emphasized that the Division's draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979

was ambitious and mi^it not be fully implemented owing to a shortage of staff. The
representative of the secretariat recalled that the Division was relying heavily on
bilateral assistance from developed countries in addition to the resources available
under the regular budget.

138. Lengthy discussions took place about the cartography draft medium-term plan
for 1976-1979 and one participant expressed concern about introducing new methods^
in this field. The secretariat stressed the need to modernize cartographic activi
ties in Africa so as to take advantage of efficient new techniques and explained
in detail each project to be carried out by the Unit.

139.

With regard to the programme of work of the Environment Unit, it was

recognized that matters relating to human
Vancouver Conference. One representative
into consideration the African specifics,,
struggle against desertification, instead

settlements would be discussed at the
stressed that the programme should take
such as wildlife conservation and the
of tackling pollution, a problem which,
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at least for the time being, mainly concerned developed countries.
The secretariat
emphasized the importance of the Environment Unit's activities, which were related
in fact,

to other activities carried out "by ECA.

140.
In the field of energy, information was sou^it about the results of the
project on the establishment of a regional centre in West Africa for the utiliza
tion of solar energy which was included in the programme for 1974-75 and as to
whether the project would be continued during 1976-1979.
The secretariat stated
that the Regional Adviser of ECA had held discussions with the various centres in
the region and that a technical mission would visit the countries in West Africa
in 1975 to initiate measures to strengthen existing centres.

This project was

included in the work programme for 1976*-1979 and would be continued.

141.
One representative informed the Committee that his Government attached
great importance to rural electrification and therefore suggested that that
project should be given hi$i priority.
The Chairman wondered whether rural
electrification should be a priority project in view of the present economic
situation.
The secretariat informed the Committee that a number of countries
attached great importance to rural electrification and hence it should be accorded
priority,

142. With respect to mineral resources, one participant enquired whether co»
ordination existed between ECA activities and national projects.
The secretariat
stated that the matter was being taken care of by increasing the visits of ECA
staff members to countries and that an appraisal mission had already spent six
weeks in West Africa.

143.
With regard to the question of co-ordination between the technical assistance
given by EGA and UNDP in each country, the secretariat informed the Committee that
all UNDP projects were received, by iXA for comments? UNEP Resident Representatives
from all African countries visited ECA to discuss country programmes with the
Chiefs of Divisions; and the Regional Office of UNDP at Addis Ababa had appointed
a Liaison Officer who kept in contact with ECA on a continuous basis.
One represen

tative enquired whether the study tours provided under item 9<463»27 were a conti

nuation of Soviet tours and whether study tours to African countries word also
envisaged.
The secretariat informed the Committee that the Soviet tour was likely
to materialize in 1975 and that tours
to other industrialized countries were
contemplated.
Consideration would now be given to study tours to African countries
as pointed out.

144. Reference was made to the importance of other raw materials especially those
under the. sea-bed.
The Committee decided that the secretariat should draw up
recommendations in that respeot as the subject was of great importance.
145.
The view was expressed that there was too much emphasis on specialized services
which mi^it not be suitable to African couditions.
The secretariat explained that
most African countries had their own surveying departments which were equipped with

normal means of surveying.

The aims of EGA projects wore to provide ihose services

with advanced techniques and instrumentation facilities which were beyond their
reach because of the very high costs.
The provision of such facilities would obviate
hiring foreign firms for surveying work and thereby reduce costs.
The secretariat
also said that the programme was based on the recommendations of three previous
cartographic conferences.

E/CN.14/64I
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146*.

One representative sought information or. the "bulletin to be issued by EGA

under project 9»475«2O.
The secretariat explained that the bulletin would be
issued on a six-monthly or annual basis as soon as Canadian assistance became
available.

147*

Doubts were expressed about the efficiency of the seminar proposed under

item ,9*475«27- The secretariat explained that the seminar was a meeting point
.for the country experts who could exchange views and benefit from each others'

experience in the field.
Exhibitions of the latest instruments would also be
arranged at such seminars by manufacturing companies, which would demonstrate
their own instruments to the participants.
This Would enable the country experts
to become acquainted with the latest techniques available in the field.
Hfoey

could then decide upon the purchase and applications of these techniques in their
own countries if they considered them more economical and efficient.

ECA was,

howeverr requested- to be cautious so as to avoid being used as an advertising
agency for manufacturers*

148.

In reply to a question raised by one participant as to how ECA would

promote the Human Settlements Conference to be held in Canada in 1976, the
secretariat explained that the Conference had requested the economic commission'

to co-ordinate its. work on a regional basis. In pursuance of this request, the'
various divisions of ECA were preparing papers for discussion at .a regional
:'
conference to be held at Cairo in June, The recommendations of the regional'
conference would form an-important input into the Human Settlements Conference
in.1976.
'
' ■
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Population ''

149. A representative of the secretariat reviewed activities in the field of
population, as outlined in the progress report. Among the activities highlighted
were studies on the volume and implications of migration to big cities, which were
being continued, and studies of the relationship between population trends and
economic and social development. The secretariat intended to carry.out its original
plan of preparing a macro case study on each country and micro case studies for
half the countries. Macro case studies had already been completed on 15 countries,
and work on four was in progress, while six micro case studies had been completed
and one was in progress. As a follow-up to the programme, it was planned to start
national country seminars in 19751 at which planners, a&ninistrators, policymakers
and other high government officials would be given an opportunity to discuss popula
tion trends and their implications for development.

to be organized in Mali and Togo in Kay 1975•

As a start, two seminars were

On the subject of co-ordination, the

Committee was informed of measures taken to encourage co-operation among the United
Nations and" other organizations in the implementation of population programmes in
the region and of the extent of success already attained.

150. Ofre secretariat reported that the ECA secretariat had contributed in various
ways to preparations for one major activity during the period under review, the
World Population Conference held in Bucharest. As recommended by the Conference

of African Demographers, ECA and OAU staff had assisted African delegations in
harmonizing their views on the topics discussed. The African countries had played
a key role in the adoption of the World Population Plan of Action, the main outcome
of the Conference. As a follow-up, the secretariat planned,in co-operation with
UKPPA and the United Nations Population Division, New York, to organize regionallevel consultations at Lusaka in April 1975, when the countries of the region
would discuss and adopt a regional programme of action in the field of population
being prepared by the secretariat. Tfca programme of action, which would supplement
the World Population Plan of Action, would spell out in detail those parts of the
World Plan which needed to be given emphasis in African countries.

151. It was asi:ed what action had boen taken on tho recommendation made by the
Export Group on Population Policies and Programmes iu Africa that alternative
systems of health services should be studied for possible adoption in Africa.
The Committee was informed that that recommendation was due to be discussed at
the regional consultations at Lusaka.

152. The Committee noted with satisfaction the recommendation by the Regional
Inter-agency Co-ordination Meeting on Population and the Meeting of Non-United

Nations Organisations Interested in Population Work in Africa to the effect that
ECA should prepare a consolidated list of experts of all organizations working m
population and related fields in Africa, and also a consolidated list of projects
being implemented in the population field in African countries, as one means of _
encouraging co-operation and co-ordination among all organizations. Representatives
of various United Nations organizations confirmed that a large measure of success

had already been achieved in the area of co-ordination, and promised continued
co-operation with ECA in the implementation of its programme of work.

153. The Committee congratulated the secretariat and other United Nations organiza
tions on their achievements, and expressed the hope that the spirit of co-operation
among the different organizations would continue. Tho Committee urged that, in view
of the recommendations of the World Population Conference, the secretariat should
give high priority to the case studies in its future activities.

154,
Introducing the draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979, a representative of
the secretariat stated that it had tried to streamline the programme by grouping
projects in broad categories wherever possible.
Ihat new approach would give the
secretariat an opportunity to emphasize areas like mortality, population distribu
tion and studies on population trends and economic and social development which,
according to African delegations at the World Population Conference, needed to
be emphasized in Africa,
155•
With regard to conferences, the Committee was informed that the new approach
was to hold not more than two technical meetings in any one year.
Meetings scheduled
in the work programme for 1974 and 1975 "b^t no"t held had been rescheduled for the
period 1976-1979.
They included meetings of the Working Group on Mortality Surveys
and Studies in Africa, the Working Group on Demographic Aspects of Manpower and
Employment;

in Africa;

the Expert Group on the Administration of Family Planning Programmes

and the Training Course on Techniques of Fertility Analyses.

The Com

mittee was also informed that, because of lack of resources, the Regional Internagency Co-ordination Meeting on Population and the Meeting of Non-United Nations
Organizations Interested in population Work in Africa would now be held biennially

instead of annually.

The secretariat also drew attention to the national seminars

on the macro and micro case studies planned as a follow-up to the studies

of the
relationship between population trends and economic and social development.

156•

The Committee was informed that the Conference of African Demographers had

considered and approved the work programme in the field, of population at its
second session in May 1974*
The Conference had also approved, with some amend
ments, a draft resolution which the Technical Committee#had referred to it for
consideration before submission to the Conference of Ministers,
The resolution

which was now before the Committee was, therefore, ready for adoption by the
Conference of Ministers.

157*

Ia th© discussion that followed, the Committee recommended that project

9«481-05i Studies of relationship between population trends and economic and
social development should be given very high priority in the medium-term plan
in consonance with the stand taken by African delegations at the World Population
Conference, and that it should be renumbered as project 9.481.02.

158.
In view of the implications of migration and urbanization for economic and
social development, project 9.481.03 should also be given high priority.
In roply
to a question as to whether the settlement of nomads was to be undertaken under

project 9*481.03 the secretariat stated that, although studies on nomads were to
be undertaken, they would not fall under that particular project.
strongly recommended that studies

on the settlement

The Committee

of nomads should be undertaken

as a priority project in countries for which data were currently available now and
in other countries as the data became available.

159*
I* was agreed that the project aim of project 9«482 should be amended to
read "to create increased awareness of the short-term and long-term issues relating
to different aspects of population and assist African Governments in resolving their
problems through the formulation and implementation of effective population policies
and programmes"*

160.
The Committee also decided that a new project, Study of the role of private
international organizations in the implementation of family planning programme b -and
their impact in the region, should be added as a priority project under project
9.482,

tftm.ihfik
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161.

The representatives of ILO and UNESCO expressed their interest in projects

9.481.30 and 9.481.31 respectively, and promised the co-operation of their organiza
tions in thoir implementation. The secretariat informed the Committee that it
■
intended to invite the two organizations to assist in the implementatxon of the two
projects.

162. In connexion with training, some participants expressed surprise that there
were no plans in the programme for the establishment of another institute in the
region for the training of demographers. It was thought that the three institutes

-

now existing in the region could not provide adequate facilities for the training

needs of the region.

It was mentioned that the Institute at Yaounde was already

finding it difficult to admit all the qualified applicants, and therefore had to
set qualifying examinations in order to select trainees. The secretariat replied
that there was room for expansion of existing institutes if necessary and that, in
addition to the facilities within the region, the United Nations had made provision
for training fellowships outside the region, including the recent establishment of
an institute in Romania for French-speaking candidates. ©10 Committee recommended
that if it was found necessary during the course of the medium-term plan, an ad

ditional institute should be established by the United Nations to cater for training
needs.

16}.

Finally, the Committee asked whether, in view of the past limitations on

resources, the secretariat could obtain all the resources required for the imple
mentation of all the projects. The secretariat replied that it was expected that,
in view of the recommendations of the World Population Plan of Action, the United
Nations would allocate more resources for the implementation of population projects,
and the secretariat expected to receive its share of the resources.

164. The Committee approved the work programme subject to the amendments and
recommendations noted above, and expressed the hope that the secretariat would
be given the resources needed to enable it to continue its work.

.
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Education and traininc

1' ?ntr?duc±^ the programme of work, a representative of the secretariat.said
^fnnW: aff^nce *> <^trieS and advisory missions had been limited as"there
was no post cf Regional Adviser,

However, some action had been undertaken in the

field of educational planning in conjunction with OHSSCO.

Short-term services had

*cT£Tn fTr-*0 ^ UniverSit^ <* **" in the area of continuing ^tionf
conduct
ini97^ h"^ *" e*ght^*k toini»* c™ for 30 engineer/managers
conducted in. 1974 by. the Management and Technolorjy Institute at Enugu, Nigeria.

^

e area of dissemination of information on training opportunities.. four

jrainxng Information Notices had been issued in 1973. UnforSnately, onlyone

f?^ f*11^ ? ^^ A DirecterV of fl^ican Kanagoment Education a^d
S^h.^
??,W e" 1SSU°d in 19?4' whlle a "lrsetory of Mrican
Specialists.and Consultancy Organizations was due for publication shortly, also in

S

2J*l ^ " °f tte MreCtOry °f p-*—"»ry Training Faclit^es if
to pronotG

%Zi£T
broadening

f f!

°f scholarshiPS and fellowships, the main focus had b

on short

Xti~P ant tralnin^ and °" Post-graduate professional J^
courses. ECA had also initiated a group training programme "for senior

African managerial and technical personnel, in co-operation with'th. rj^nment of

S,
bilateral

1had.ccvnducted flve training seminars at the regional level and three at the

'T °f
"hlCh ha" beSft hela in c^°P««tion with internat^al and
In addition, the secretariat had participated in andf

agencies.

■*•
;. f

P™6^^ the programme for 1975, priority would be given to the trainina

African instructors, the development of instructional materials and co-operation"

^
u furfof"": Mf1Can r'Ssociation *- »«lnina «»« Develoraent in order to
make t ful.y operational. As in th* nast, considerable resources would be devoted
to fellowship administration and the provision of training information

I

T

172. The medium-term plan had boon designed to achieve the five basic objectives
described la document E/CN.14/^co/23/Pov.2.. which also listed the studies? courL
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and meetings by which the objectives were to be attainod.

Reference was also made

in the document to the fellowship administration programme and the dissemination of

information on fellowships and training opportunities.

173. The man-month requirements for the implementation of the programme were set
out on pages 18-20 of the document. The Sub--Committee might wish to consider the
adequacy and appropriateness of the proposed programme in the light of estimated
resources.

174. it was suggested that vocational training should be given top priority. It
was also felt that the project on training for rural transformation snd agricultural
modernization should be accorded greater priority, while training in correspondence
education could be played down substantially.

175.

Considerable concern was expressed at the apparent lack of co-ordination of

certain activities of the Section with related activities in other Divisions.

The

secretariat explained that it was not feasible to have all training activities
concentrated in any one section and accordingly some were initiated by other Divisions.
However, the secretariat assisted other Divisions in designing their training
activities, so that some co-ordination was achieved. The role of ECA was to bring

tr the awareness of member countries the availability of such training and to promote
the development of vocational training throucrh training of vocational instructors and

co-operation with appropriate agencies.
It was felt that some of the projects as
presented in the work programme were somewhat abstract and did not provide any
effective solution to the problems faced by African countries. The" Conmittee

therefore suggested that ECfc might be increasingly associated with African Governments'
efforts to review education and training policies in order to be able to prepare

projects of immediate relevance to these countries.

176.

It was suggested that seme medium-term assessment of the training needs "of

177.

The Committee wfis of the opinion that failure on the part.of certain member

member countries should be undertaken on a regular basis in order to serve as a
continuing guideline in the formulation of projects.
The secretariat informed the
Committee that such studies had been undertaken in the past and it would pose no
problem to update and even expand them on a regular basis. However, it was felt
that such assessments should be undertaken on a biennial basis.

countries to avail themselves of KCA facilities was a reflection of their lack of"
information on the various activities of the Commission. The secretariat assured
the Committee that the problem received continuous attention and that several channels

of information were being used.
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Public administration

173.

A representative of the secretariat outline*? the activities carried out in the

field of public administration, as detailed in the progress report (E/CN.14/636) and
the Programme of Work and Priorities for 1974 ant? 1974 (E/CN.14/TECO/22/Rev.l), and
introduced the draft medium-term plan for 1976-1979 (E/OJ.14/THCO/23/Rev.2).

179. The secretariat's activities in the field of public administration had related
mainly problems caused, by deficiencies and inadequacies in the managerial and
administrative personnel resources of member States, and to the development of
efficient administrative and management services which, could serve as effective

instruments for fostering economic and social development.

had three main justifications:

(i)

the continued dependence on colonial administrative structures and
producures in the post-independence period, without the essential adjust-

ments to the new system;

(ii)

That policy orientation

.

.

the lack of properly trained and experienced.personnel in-the face of

growing demand for them owing to the development of new industrial
enterprises and the expansion of commercial and public services; and

(iii) ' the continued, reliance on expatriates who lacked orientation to the

needs of African development, and on African local personnel .trained

' under curricula set by professional bodies outside Africa.. ■

■

180. With a view to meeting the new demands, and in response to recent resolutibns '
of the Commission, the secretariat had undertaken.a major restructuring of its work '

programme and priorities with the following aims:

(i)

.

;

■

to improve the quality, productivity and management capabilities of
senior administrators and other executives, in both the public'and private

sectorsj

(ii)
(iii)

to accelerate existing training programmes through institutes of '

public administration and other training institutions r and ,;

to support the efforts of Governments to achieve an integrated,

efficient and development-orientated administrative structure at

all levels.

181.

.

■

■

.

.

■<

.

.. .

•

. •

■

Specific activities in the- field of training had been five national workshops

on purchasing and supply management, conducted in Botswana, The Gambia,. Malawi,
Sierra Leone an<3 Zambia, which had. been designed to upgrade the performance of

senior and middle-level management staff charged with' over-all responsibility for

bulk purchases and supply management and to provide such personnel with training
in the organization and modern management techniques of oublic purchasing and supply
systems.

182

"

*v J

Adjioc training and advisory serviens in financial management:and institutional

development for accountancy training and localization of professional qualifications
had been offered to member. States. Owinq, however, to a shortage of staff, it had
not been possible to respond to all the many interested countries, in Uganda, the
secretariat had provided a consultant-in financial manaa,-ment for a period of five
weeks. With the assistance of the Pafolic Administration Division at Headquarters,
.
and through bilateral assistance, tho secretariat planned to expand its services in
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183. fl subregional seminar on the role of local authorities in planning and plan
implementation was currently being held in Zaire, Nigeria, in co-operation with the
International Union of Local Authorities, with a view to securing more effective
involvement of local authorities in the national development effort. It was being
attended by senior local authority and nlanning agency officials from Cameroon, The

Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, "igeria and Sierra Leone.

.

■

-

■

'

184. in the light of the comments received on a memorandum entitled "policy Side
lines for the Localization in African Countries of Professional Education, Training
and Examination and Certification of Managerial, Administrative, Fxecutive and
Supervisory Personnel"f which had been circulated to African Governments in 1972,
the secretariat had prepared a policy guideline document entitled I;Administration
and Management in Africa", which had been widely distributed among African training
institutions.

The reaction received had been favourable, and several countries

had indicated the efforts being made by them to promote professional training and
establish local professional standards.

185. The secretariat continued to maintain contacts with ILO, UNIDO, UNESCO and
CAFPAD in order to secure their co-operation for inputs and programme co-ordination
in their specialized fields of competence.

They included the ILO Management and

Supervisory Personnel Training scheme, UNESCO programmes in Management"Education and

™i2T

al Mds'the CAFpAD Tod Management Programme and Training of Trainers and

UNIDO Industrial Management Training and Advisory Services.

ECA's co-operation with

CAFRAD also related to administration and management in Africa with a view to

^T"^^ the W°rk ?r°9rammes of ECA and CftFPAD, which had been worVed out at
^1
lat6r elaborate<* and formalized at a joint meeting between UNDP,
and ECA in Tangier in September 1973.

186.

The following missions and advisory services had been undertaken during the

neriod under reviewt

(i)

to Morocco, Senegal, The Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Ghana, in

order to consult with the authorities and finalizn details for organiz
ing national training workshops on supplies management, and in Ghana,
also, to contact consultants for the workshops?

(ii)

(iii)

187

to Senegal, to arrange for an organization and management study of the

town of Dakar, under the auspices of the Public Administration Division;

in November and December 1974, the secretariat had responded to requests

from Tunisia, Upper Volta, chad> Conoo, Gabon and Rwanda to confer with
Government authorities on pressing problems relating to administrative
and structural reorganization and training of senior administrative staff.

m July 1974, a Regional Adviser had participated in a CAFRAP-sponsored

conference of training executives on training policies in Africa at Tangier.

The

secretariat had presented a paper on "Administration and Management in Africa".
.* a result of the secondment of one regional adviser to Botswana to assist in

the establishment of an institute of administration and management at the University
I frZ*™' Lesotho and Swaziland, and as the second regional adviser had resigned,

it had been impossible to provide any advisdry services during the latter part of
i-y/J and during 1974.

■^

188.

,.

f-

^i-I

For the programme for 1975, the following seven priority areas had been

identified for implementation, mainly through advisory services and training work
shops :

(i)

development of senior administrators:

,

.

.

.

professional training in accountancy and company secretaryship;
(iii)

(iv)
(v).

(vi)

management of public enterprises;

administration of national development programmes;
establishment of management improvement services;

iimproving the administration of development programmes and budget
management;

ivii)

189.

and

administration and management of urban centres.

Introducing the medium-term plan for 1975-1979, the representative of the

secretariat, indicated that six specific programme areas would be concentrated upon:

:

(i)

(ii)
.(iii)
(iv)

(v)

"localization of professional training and qualifications towards the
establishment of multinational professional examination boards?

development of administrative and managerial capability in public and

parastatal organizations;

administration of national development programmes;
establishment of management improvement services;

improving the administration of development programmes and budget
management;

(vi)

administration of urban centres.

190. In the discussion that followed, the Committee noted the co-operation between
the secretariat and the Institutes of Public Administration In the various member

States, and between EGA.and CAFIVP.
It emphasized the importance of training senior
personnel and of exchanges of experience between systems in English-speaking and
French-speaking Africa.

£mong other things, it w-is suggested their seminers for Directors

of Institutes of Public Administration should be considered, as well as study tours
for^graduates in.public administration.

191. Following a suggestion that a regional training and research centre should be
established for African public administration personnel, the Committee's attention
was drawn to the. existence of CAFRAD, and its objectives and activities were explained.
192. The Committee called the attention of the secretariat to the necessity of
undertaking in 1975 a study of the needs and requirements of various countries in
the field of public administration, which differed from one country to another.

Ifce programmes envisaged by the secretariat for implementation in 1976-1979 might

or might not be required by a particular country, the Committee noted.

193.

The Committee took note of the activities of the secretariat in the field of

tho

1974-1975, and endorsed the pk

•\*
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Science and technology

194.

A representative of the secretariat reported on activities to promote

technological development ii\ the African region. In the area of technological
policy and planning, 12CA maintained close co-operation vdth the International
Development Research Centre of Canada (IDUC) and the University of Sussex in the

United Kingdom in the field of technological policy research in Africa, culminat
ing in a joint IDBC/SCA meeting on the creation of centres for technological
policy studieo in Africa "-aide* the University of Ife, Nigeria, from 5 to 10
December 1973*
The meeting had recommended ways and aeons of stijaulating
interest in teclmology policy research among African Governments. As part of
follow-up action, a travelling seminar was to visit several African countries
in 1975 for the purpose of promoting the establishment of national groups which
would be concerned with the question of technology policy research in individual
African countries.

195.
With regard to the development of institutional infrastructure for science
and technology, a number of project proposals for bilateral and multilateral
assistance had been formulated and were under consideration. In relation to the

implementation of the African Regional Plan for the Application of Science and
Technology to Development, the secretariat was continuing to make considerable

efforts in accordance with the provisions of Commission resolution 24C(XI).

WorZ: had been undertaken to promote the creation of national committees to deal
with tbo implementation of the African Segional Plan, particularly in countries
which di:d not have national machinery for science and technology. For that
purpose, th-3 secretariat had dispatched missions to Tanzania, Uganda, Togot
Ivory Coast„ Gabon, Cameroon and the Central African Republic during the period
under review. The missions had also been intended to provide a means for asses
sing progress made in the implementation of the African Regional Plan in those
countries^

196.

The secretariat had also organised and serviced a number of meetings.

The Intergovernmental Coraittce of" Experts for Science and Technology Develop

ment in Africa established by Commission resolution 2l£{Zl) had held its first
and second noetinss from 6 to 9 Hovember 1973 and 17 to 1? July 197':- respectively,
A number of recommendations had bean made <md the secretariat had initiated the
necessary foUovw^p action.

197* ..Orvtno recomcisndatijon of the Intergcnrornaental'Cociaittee of Experts, EGA
had convened a meeting of donor agencies interested in the African Regional
Plan in July 197V in the general framevrork of promoting support and mobilizing <■

resources for .the implementation of the Plan. * Unfortunately, only seven agen

cies had been represented at the meeting. The secretariat had briefed partici
pate on the objectives of the African Regional Plan and the role that the
agencies could play in both, promotion and implementation.

19G. . Following the established practice, the secretariat had assisted in the
organization and Bemicins of the ninth meeting of the African Regional Group
of the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to
Development. It.was pointed out that both the Intergovernmental Committee of
Experts and the African Regional Group were concerned at the inadequacy of the
manpower arid financial i-esources at the disposal of the secretariat for the
science and tec'awlo,^ .programme.

it-*

^v^
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th?, fiel^.°f ^gional co-operation, the secretariat had continued

V^tS^r °f thG ASS0Ciati0n ** «- Advancement of Agriculf ^ Pp
n the CAST3AFRICA Conference, held in
-J* ^submitted the African Regional Plan for the. Application

c
.f Technology to Development for discussion, and had undertaken a
special study on trends of African imports and exports of scientific and

tecnnological equipment (3C/CA3T&FIIICA/KEF.5).

.

f^lvi ?oUowl?j? *?°" CASWiaCA Conference^the secretariat had participated

Sni h^ J0^****** »** ODS3CO and QAU on the areas in which co-operation
could be further strengthened or initiated to promote the implementation of
some of tne recommendations of that Conference,

PLsecretariat **& participated in, the fourth meeting of the ECAAjHESC

*** mftin?'held at Add^^ Ababa in July im to consider the ^ouT
nd Projects which the two organizations could usefully execute on:

203.

Consultations had been held with CAU regarding the establishment of a

joint secretariat for the provision of advisory assistance to the African
members of the Conuittee on Science and Technology for Development in
accordance with Commission resolution 248(1(1 )•

^t\oJ^^^ re?resentative! presenting the draft medium-teim plan
for -1976-.1979, emphasized that the development of science and technology was

essential at tne individual country level and that the,secretariat's programmes

were ^f?;?.greeted towards fulfiliaent of that goal.

In particular, during

tne periodWS-W?, the main focus of activity would be thepromotion and^
implementation of the African Regional Plan.

discussion which ensued, the ILO representative wondered how the

pCd-J° aShMTO- ltS ob^ectives ™ view of the financial constraints

rnlni
TrMl1Oned at the m°St ^^ "ertla3 of the Intergovernmental
Gonmttee of Exports. In reply, the secretariat representative noted that
sance February 1973, when the African Hegional Plan had been considered and

II l™tlJr

$L ^

°°lld ^ Confe^ce of lanisters, the Plan had been transmitted

G?vernnent3n^! the min responsibility for the implementation of

the African .Regional Plan rested with the countries themselves.

Countries would

^^SpOn3ib+iU*-y f°r securinS funds internally or from bilateral or boST
i f?11??.*0 1Splement Pro&xmez and projects conceived within the frame

of the African .Regional Plan.

He also pointed out that in areas needing

L+S°S^-apI>rOa<;n ??A W0Uld co-°Per^e with various orSani2ations of the

United Nations and other agencies to secure resources fo? their implementation.

???• ^representative of UNESCO acknowled^d the useful co-operation that
eoasted between MA 8nd UNS3C0 in various areas of natural resources anS to
science^and technology.

He mentioned the consultative machinery that existed

£^J^°5
?iJOlnt fA(^m° Staff »"t^.««i the IKSCO^CAMU SS
tions on the follow-up to the recommendations of the CAS^VFIUCA Conference.
207.

Finally the Comidttee requested that the various studies included in
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Social developraent /
206.

A representative of the secretariat presented a report on the programme

of work of the Commission in the field of social development since September

.

1973, for the current year 1975, and in the medium term 1976-1979. The prog
ramme emphasized (a) promotion of rural life and institutions, (b) training and

research in social welfare and development, (c) co-ordination of voluntary
assistance and voluntary efforts in national development, and (d) advancement

of women and their increased participation in development. Details of those *
activities were contained in documents E/CN.U/636 (para^aphs 267-280)

E/CN.14/iEC0e2/Rev.l/Corr.l andE/CH.14/TSC0/23/Rev.2.
209.

The Committee was informed that during the past biennium the Women's

Programme Unit had held itinerant national workshops for trainers in home
economics and other family-orientated fields in Ethiopia, Lesotho, Botswana,
owaziland, Zambia, Somalia, and Tanzania and that similar workshops were
scheduled for West Africa in 1975. The workshops were intended to ensure the
progressive and meanljigful participation of African women in the developraent
of their countries and of the region as a whole. Surveys had been also carried

out of handicraft projects in Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Kenya, Somalia, Botswana

Lesotho, Swaziland, Cameroon, The Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone; and country case studies were planned for E^ypt. LibyaB Algeria
Morocco and Tunisia.

210.

"■

**

?

In preparation for International Women's Year, 1975, the secretariat had

broadened its programme for the advancement of women into a Pan-African Train

ing and Research Centre for Women whose aims were: (a) to provide in-service
training formally and through the apprenticeship systemj (b) to organize the
African Women's Task Force - a volunteer corps of skilled women who would serve
in countries other than their own; and (c) to conduct applied research and
servo as an information and resource centre. Major areas of activity for the

Centre would include food and nutrition, including food production • nutritional
policy and programmes, food distribution, storage and preservation;' handicrafts
and small-scale businesses and industriesj family management, includir*

management of family resources, budgeting, use of labour-saving devices and horae
improvement; in-service training of social welfare workers and supervisorsupgrading of wage-employed women; integration of women in national ^lanninpcommunication and organizational skills. These activities would form Dart of
tne programme both for 1975 and throughout the medium tern.

211.

Activities in the secretariat's prograi.mie for the development of rural

life and institutions had focussed mainly on conferences and research. Three
subregional workshops in international co-operation in rural development in

5fLf\h!d.been held between November 1973 and November 1974-

Those workshops.

which had brought together representatives of Governments/ international voluntary

organizations, research institutes and United Nations agencies,had enabled
participants to share their experience, to develop strategies and agree on
machinery for effective co-operation among .governmental and non-governmental
agencies involved in rural development and to promote the integrated approach.

^

Under its Development Education Programme, the Commission had continued

to give publxcity to rural development projects in African countries as a means
of creating awareness among rural populations of projects which co-uld lead to
improvements xn the general standards of rural living. A nonograph entitled
"Development education: Rural development through the mass media" had been
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E^

itZ i?^ to thG cota3e of 1975. A rural development newsletter

had also been published and would continue to appear three times "a year- it was

prepared by the Voluntary A-genoies Bureau: in order to promote arf• inte^ated
approach %o rural development during 1975 and for the medium tens.

In addition,

the following publications had been issued during the period 1973-1974. African
Women, a newsletter which served as a medium for the.exchange of information" '
amongTOmen in the region; National Commissions on Women and Development and
"

Women's Bureaux, containing information on the structure' and functions of such
commissions Mi5 suggesting guidelines for the establishment of similar institu
tions^ member States; Plan of Action for the Integration of Women in Develop

ment in Africa, which contained guidelines for the integration of women in
development .j and Women in Africa - Today and Tomorrow, which descrifeed the
traditional roles, or women, the impact of cnange, barriers to progress and how
fchey could be changed or broken down through education, training and partkeipa-

S3 + \ftUJly °* t£eJ.?0Clal situation in ****>& had been completed as a contribu-

tion to trie United Nations Report on the World Social Situation. 1Q71. The study,
which analysed social trends and development, was also intended to assist
African Governments in strengthening national programmes and institutions in
the field of social administration.

214.

Moreover, a study on the volume and implications of migration to big

cities had been undertaken and completed for the major North African cities of
Algiers, Casablanca and Tunis ; and data had been collected for studies of the
West African cities of Dakar, Abidjan and Ouagadougou, It was hoped that funds
would be found to extend the study to other West African cities and to cities
in eastern and central Africa. The studies were intended to help African
Governments to adopt policies on migration and urbanization which would help to
deal with excessive emigration to the big cities.

215.

At the request of the Government of Liberia, a senior officer of the

secretariat had visited Liberia at tho end of 1974 to assist the National Bureau
of Social Welfare in its new programme and to give advice on the administrative
and substantive work of the Bureau.

216.

Itinerant (national) workshops for trainers and planners in programmes to

improve the quality of rural life; and short courses and subrcgiorial training
workshops for social welfare personnel based on the methodology and practice of.
integrated development programmes would be organised in 1975.

217.
The secretariat's programme in the field of social development for the
medium terra (1976-1979) would emphasize the promotion of technology appropriate

to rural communities. Advisory and technical assistance would be provided on
request to member States and voluntary agencies, in identifying, developing,
promoting and adopting improved village technology' and other practices and

innovations relating to agricultural activity, self-help constructional
schemes, agro-industries, transport systems and other common services.

218.

:,The research programme in social development would emphasize practical

and problem-orientated issues, and due. consideration would be given to the
problem of family welfare and development with emphasis on the welfare aspects
of family planning.
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219.
In the discussion that followed, a member of the Committee, while com
plimenting the secretariat on tho excellent medium-term programme, depressed
doubts as to whether the. secretariat had enough resources - especially in terms of
manpower - to iijplement it.
It was explained that the staff situation in the
Social Development Section was quite adequate to see tho programme through.
220r" A member of the Committee , commenting on the improved village technology
programme, wished to know whether tho activities of the Social Development and
Sciences' and Technology Sections 'wcr"e "co^-Orainated, as it appeared that the work

of.the two Sections overlapped.

It wa3 explained that a coranittoe, 'on which '

the two Sections were represented, carried out consultations from time to time
to'avoid'Etriy'overlapping;

It "was also "explained that the Social Development

Section had its particular interest in sioaple locally produced appliances "r©£ " "**i
lating to agriculture and the homeland that there was full consultation and cooperation between tho Social Development Section, the Science and Technology
Section and the Industry Division in deciding on priorities.

■221.

The representative of 3X0 expressed support for the projects which were

"set out in the 1976-1979 medium-terra programme, and .informed the Committee of
nofs own rural development programme and the valuable co-operation it had
received from EGA.
-

222.
The representative of UNESCO asked if ECA had a programme to assist
liberation movements in the field of rural development, A representative of
the secretariat replied that a programme had been prepared with components in
rural development« education and training, manpower planning and industry*
The programme had been circulated, and agreement was being sought between ECA
and QAU to start work as soon as fund3 were available.
It was further ex
plained that consultations had also been held with ILO to see how co-operation
could be achieved in tho sane field.

Human settlements

223.

A representative of the secretariat outlined the activities of the Com

mission in the field of human settlements, as summarized in paragraphs 72-S9 of

the progress report (e/CN. 14/636).

He pointed out that new information had

become available since the progress report had been written,

224.

The new information concerned the following three important matters:

(a)
The preparations for HABITAT: the Unitod Nations Conference on Human
Settlements, scheduled to be held in Vancouver, Canada, from 31 May to U June

1976;
(b)

A training course in building construction management, scheduled to be held

in Nigeria in the second half of 1975;

(c)
A training seminar on the promotion of housing co-operative societies,
scheduled to be held in Tanzania in August 1975.
225.
The preparations for the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements
included an African Regional Preparatory Conference, scheduled to be held in

Cairo from 19 to 26 June 1975, The secretariat would submit to it three main
documents doaling with policies and programmes, utilization of resources and
some sociological aspects of human settlements. The secretariat would also
provide resource personnel and some services^ The report of the African

E/CN.14/6U
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Regional Preparatory Conference would form an inportant contribution to-the

Conference proper.

The Preparatory Committee of" the main Conference would hold

further meetings in August 1975, January 1976 and immediately prior to the
Vancouver meeting.

226.

The Government of Nigeria had consented to act as host country for the train

ing course on building construction management at the executive level. Further
assistance was promised by the Governments of Ireland, the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom.

227. The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania had agreed to host a
training seminar on the promotion of co-operative housing societies during August
1975. Tho training seminar would be sponsored jointly by the Governments of
Tanzania and the Federal Republic of Germany, in co-operation with the Economic

Commission for Africa.

228.

The Committee endorsed the action-orientated projects and emphasized the

229.

After taking note of the preparations for the United Nations Conference

need to continue advisory services to African countries.

on Human Settlements, the Committee sought assurance that the emphasii on

matters to be discussed at the African Regional Conference would not be confined
to problems of urbanisation. It hoped that the secretariat would make sure
that the questions of tho settlement of nomadic peoples and of the problems
caused by migration wore adequately covered in tho documentation prepared for

the Conference.

230.

The Committee requested the secretariat to pay even greater attention to

the reduction of building costs wherever possible. It also stressed that a
review of the development, use of and trade in building materials should be
undertaken using the services of the Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division and the
Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division.
Labourt| management and employment

231.

The representative of the secretariat said that the implementation of the

1974 work programme had been seriously handicapped by a shortage of staff,

especially in the Manpower Unit. Ac there had been no Regional Adviser for the
programme, no advisory missions had been undertaken. Nevertheless, the activi

ties undertaken by the secretariat with regard to publications, meetings and co
operation with other agencies were outlined in document S/CN.14/636.

232.

The two main activities to be undertaken in 1975 related to studies on the

233.

The contents of the raedium-tenn plan in this field wore described in

deployment and utilization of high-level manpower, evaluation of programmes for
the development of African managerial and entrepreneurial capability and to the
organization of national training workshops in manpower and employment planning,
A quota of two professionals had recently been agreed on for the Manpower Unit
and it was hoped that UNFPA would give favourable consideration to the provision
of resources for the. project on manpower and employment aspects of population
planning, which was related to project llVa26

document E/CN.IA/TECO^/Eev^,, which also gave an account of the studies and

training courses by which the objectives of the project were to be achieved.

E/CN.14/641
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234. Attention was also drawn to a background document entitled "Need for an
African Productivity Development Organization" (2/CN.14/616), and in particular

2 Ee q^ftlon raiGed on P^o 5 of the document.

The Committee should indicate

whether EGA, in co-operation with QMJ, ILt)f UEJIDO and other bodies, should under-

lZt rfJ*??Saiy 2lV?*LaD* WW*0^ activities for the possible establishS5?

«

Afrxcan Productivity Development Organisation.

If it come to an

f^Sf
fusion, the Committee should consider the advisability of submitting
a draft resolution to the Conference of lOnisters for a clear directive ont£e

proposal.

2ll* ^ illtfnded t0 continue itc co-operation with CAFKAD, ILO, UNESCO and'

other interested agencies in taking action on the various projects outlined in
the work programme as well as in the medium-term plan. Ib this end, ECA would

S^n^e/e^ibility
°f **«****« an intcrsecretariat working committed
with 110 and, if necessary, an ECA/UHESCO/lLO joint working committee to
facilxtate programme co-ordination and effective co-operation in the area of

manpower, management and employment.

TJtl /ff^pants felt that ^eatGr offorts ^ovdd be made to ensure that pro-

Uit^t2-?\af^el7
rcflected ^e priority needs of countries, ^ P
stated that every effort had been made in that regard.

of w t^+^T1^^ strcss?d the need *°r ^ator co-oporation between ECA and

of
botS ^ ™* «T!±0* ^ the.^oint P^^^ning stage. Representatives
01 both Ea\ and United Nations agencies considered that advantage was to be de

rived from greater co-operation, and certain areas and opportunities were

lu.en'oix led»

23S.

Considerable concern was expressed as to the capacity of the secretariat

to implement tne medium-term plan as presented.

The secretariat was therefore

llTfwt0+in50?n Participants that its staffing problems had now been resolved
and that, to judgo from current trends, the financial constraints should be sub
stantially lessened. It therefore had confidence in its ability and capacity

to implement the medium-term plan.

239.

The question of job-related skills and employment opportunities was raised.

The secretariat aasured the Cancdttee that its activities were first and foremost
developmcnt-orientod and that every effort was made to draw on past and future

evaluation studies with a view to ensuring the greatest degree of relevance.
On the question of employment opportunities, it was suggested that both ECA .and

the no could derive great mutual benefit from 12CA participation in the ILO*s
Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa.

240.

The Committee raised questions about the extent of the brain-drain phenomenon

in Africa, but the secretariat felt that the matter was not one which could be
looked at globally only, since what might be considered a brain-drain in one coun
try might weH be a significant African expert component, in terms of both foreign
exchange and minimizing unemployment problems in another.

u/a+/ty
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Implementation of the Pecalaration and the Programme of Action on the

Estapii3nmerit of a Mew International Economic Order'

241. The secretariat introduced document E/CH.14/653 which, in the foreword,
provided details of Economic and Social Council resolution 1896(LVII) and
1911(LVII) calling on the executive heads of all organs and organizations of
the United Nations

ystem to submit reports to their respective governing

bodies concerning the reorientation and adaptation of their programme of work
for- -the urgent implementation of the Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a New International Economic Order adopted by the General Assembly in
resolution 3202(S-VI).

2/+2.

A provisional version of document s/CIJ.14/653 had been presented to the

meeting of the Executive Committee of ECA in November 1974.

The Committee had

welcomed the paper as representing a useful approach to the subject.

243. Paragraph 4 of the Declaration listed 20 guiding principles on which the
New International Economic Order should be established. The adoption of resolu
tions 320l(S-Vl) and 3202(3-VI) by the General Assembly might require the
Commission to readjust its programme of work so as to discharge its respons
ibilities in relation to those resolutions.

244. Particular attention had been given in recent years to activities In the
field of mass poverty, unemployment and rural development; the development of
agriculture had been accorded priority. The work of EGA also covered almost
all fields of industrial development, while the emphasis in international trad©
activities was placed on export promotion and the restructuring of Africa's trade.
Studies had been prepared on the problems of consultations among countries pro
ducing commodities of export interest to Africa. The Regional Conference on the
Petroleum Industry, held in 1974* had adopted a series of recommendations.
The activities of ECA in other sectors of natural resources development,

financial and monetary matters, economic co-operation, transportation, popula
tion, manpower training, research and statistics had all been designed to meet

different aspects of the 20 guiding principles. The priorities of ECA wero
those envisaged under the New International Economic Order. Together with
recent economic developments, they were reflected ±n the recent survey of the
region which emphasized the current world economic situation and its impact
on Africa's development. However, EGA was not equipped to deal with all aspects

of the guiding principles, and its abroach was to concentrate on specific prob
lems and co-ordinated areas. There was room for some readjustment of the work
programme. The central theme of tho sixth special session of the General
Assembly had been raw materials and development, and an important element of any
readjustment of the work and activities of EGA should therefore be ways of
achieving a redistribution of world income through the restructuring of world
production and trade. The main emphasis might therefore be on securing improved
and lasting benefits for African development from the exploration, exploitation,
processing, marketing and distribution of the raw materials of African countries.
One objective must be to co-ordinate and stimulate research on technical and
economic aspects of production with a view to expanding production and enlarg
ing markets.

245.

The studies to be carried out by ECA must be part of a programme and must

proceed on a very broad front, emphasizing the multi-disciplinary approach.

Three commodities had been selected for study in order to assist African Govern-.
monts to formulate policies for the new international economic order and to

E/CN.1V133CO/3O
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permit African 'delegation's at the General'As'gqmbly to make specific proposals*
for assistance from the United Nations system in the establishment of "that
order* The three commodities chosen were iron ore, oil palm products and
phosphates and potash within the broader context of fertilizers.
There were

statistical gaps in the knowledge at present available to EGA on those coiUnodi-

ties which needed to be filled.

246.

The strengthening of the activities of ECA and the readjustment required

if it was to make a positive contribution could be achieved partly by redeploys

ment of staff within ECA and partly by improving co-operation with other bodies
within the United Nations system.

247.
The Chairman stressed the need for African countries to contribute to the
establishment of a new international economic order.
In the pa3ta the actions
of the industrialized countries had affected the interests of the developing
countries, and it was now realized that it was only through concerted action by .
the developing, countries that concrete results could be achieved.
The work of
the non-aligned countries in Algeria and of the Group of 77 at Dakar and Algiers,
had already led to modifications in the present world economic system. The
sixth special session of the General Assembly called for concrete action to be

taken at both the regional and international levels to help the developing
countries in their development efforts.

It was important to recognize that the developing countries had to rely
upon themselves to a.greater extent than before to achieve their objectives.
■:
However,'the.help of United Nations bodies would bo essential in order to
enable the member States to achieve permanent sovereignty over their material
resources and to help them in their struggle against foreign occupation, racial
discrimination, and all forma of neo—colonialism.
249. SCA rau3t help its member States to regain such sovereignty and to con
solidate and exercise it fully.
Its help could take the form of providing
experts and technicians to the developing countries, promoting the formation of
producers*, associations, furthering intra-African co-operation and economic
integration and ensuring direct aid and assistance to agricultural production.
250.
The Committee should adopt a resolution pertaining to the New International
Economic Order for submission to the Conference of Ministers at its third meeting.
251.

The Executive Secretary of KCA called the Committee's attention to document

E/CK.H/635 and pointed out that it contained a revision of the work programme of
SCA in keeping with the Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment
of a Hew International Economic Order. Specific projects had been chosen on the
basis of the selection made by African representatives at the sixth special
session of the General Assembly. The document incorporated several of the
decisions taken by UNC3&D and. the General Assembly and reflected the agreement
reached between EEC and the ACP countries relating to the stablization of
earnings fron raw materials.
African countries had joined together in conjunc

tion with Caribbean and Pacific countries, and had already achieved results which
ECA had tried to incorporate in its work pro^ranane.
It had been made clear

that the developing countries 3hould assume full control of the handling of

thoir raw materials, an operation which was still in the hands of foreigners.
The developing countries would have to take over such activities as the

packaging, freighting and shipping of their raw materials.

/U/4
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252.

Several members of the Committee endorsed the Chairman's proposal that

a resolution should be drafted relating to the new international economic
oraer in order to provide a legal basis on which SCA could carry out-Its •
mandate in that field. It was also pointed out that the specialized agencies
of ta© United Nations were expected to help the ■regional economic commissions
in implementing General Assembly resolutions.-" Another member of the Committee
emphasized the need to conduct studies on commodities and to strengthen exist
ing institutions for concerted action .among African countries. He also pointed
out tnat resource limitations should not bo. allowed to stand in the way of the
ECA programme of work. He supported the proposal to draft a resolution bub

felt that it should lead to action-oriented programmes for the implementation
of the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic order,

253.

The no representative drew the Committee's attention to the. need for

funds and qualified staff so as to enable EGA-and specialized agencies" to carry

put the action called for in the resolution.

254.

■

'

■

The Chairman supported the view expressed by the XLO representative and

said he hoped that African Governments would ensure that such funds were

available. He also emphasised the importance of training high-level staff and
mentioned that further action was needed to increase the' number of training
fapllities.

255.

■

..*■-..■:.,

■■*

&

The Executive Secretary pointed out that the approach taken by ECA in --

implementing the Declaration was to work in conjunction Kith OAU as it had done

in tae^past. There, would -be a joint ECA/GAU endeavour to service the meeting
of African povernraents which would examine the conclusions of the studies'to

a een1L ty WGre Valid' With a "^^ t0 submitting them to the General Assembly
in September 1975.

?SerB ™
1975-

He drew attention to the limited time available since the

liave t0 be ready for discussi°n by African Governments by June

The approval of African Governments had to be obtained before the

±tn<5X2l ^uhly session. With regard to assistance in terms of financing, he
thought that a more favourable response would probably be obtained from UKDP

tnanfrom IBRD as suggested by one member of the Committee.

The resolution

adopted by the Committee should include a provision on financing.

™nV A m??bGJ 5 Jhe 0omialttGe mentioned the possibility of suggesting to the
QAU Council of Ministers at its current session that it should make provision
lor financing tne implementation of the resolution.

v^f?

then asreed to form a drawing committee comprising Senegal

Tunisia, tne two Vice-Chairman, the Rapporteur and the Chairman of the

i^17 ?onfa:Ltt00 to draw up the resolution to be submitted to the Conference

of Himotors.

?^fl

resolution prepared by the drafting committee was adopted by

the Comndttee after a lengthy discussion, with reservations expressed by the
delegations of Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, 3ierra Leone and the Sudan recording

paragraph "m" dealing with monetary matters.

'
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Other "business

259- Pursuant to the decision taken at its fourth meeting (E/CN.14/602,
paragraph 254), the Committee recommended to the Conference of Ministers

that the Technical Committee of Experts should henceforth meet once every
two years, three or four months before the session of the Commission.

260.

Pursuant to decision 5l(LVIl) of 31 July 1974 that the Econooic and

Social Council should request the regional economic commissions to consider
the report of the Joint Inspection Unit on the capacity of the regional

economio commissions for a unified approach to development (e/5430) and

to express their views to the Council, the Committee reoommended that the
Conference of Ministers should request the Conference of African Planners
to consider at its sixth session the policy of a unified approach to develop
ment as might be feasible in Afrioan conditions and to make the neoessary
recommendations.

261.

Under this agenda item, the Committee took note of the reports of

the Executive Committee on its tenth, eleventh and twelfth meetings, and
of the jesolutions adopted by various subsidiary organs of the Commission.
Adoption of

262.

the report

The Committee took note of the reports of Sub-Committees I and II

on their work and adopted the present report on its fifth meeting.
During
the meeting the Committee also adopted the draft resolutions for the
Conference of Ministers, which are reproduced in Part II of the present
report.
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PART

II

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

FOR ACTION BY THE CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS

No.l - Implementation of the Programme of Action on the Establishment

of a^ew International' tecononic-draer

The Conference of Ministers,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 32O2(S~VI) and Economic and

Social Council resolution lty6(VHl) and 191l(LVII) concerning the Programme
of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order,

Recalling the declarations and programmes of action adopted at the
Fourth ^'uranit1 Conference of non-aligned countries at Algiers and by the
meeting on raw materials held at Dakar by the developing countries,
Convinced of the structural and functional inadequacies whic£ ^f^
the formulation, promotion and implementation of agricultural and Industrial
projects ?

Recognizing the importance of restructuring African social and
economic entities so that they can readily permit significant and widespread
application of the benefits of modern science and technology and the
development of productive capacities,

' Emphasizing the necessity of concentrating on specific problems and
problem areac and tackling these ir. a co-ordinated and integrated manner,
Aware of the fact that it is basically the responsibility of the
African countries themselves to overcome their economic and social underdevelopment by mobilizing all their resources and potentials,
Recognizing that foreign aid and technical assistance do not in
themselves cb'n'slxtute a basi3 for promoting autonomous growth or
diversification,

Reaffirming the full and permanent sovereignty of all States over
their natural" "resources and all economic activities and that, in order to
safeguard these resources, States have the right to exercise effective
control over them and their exploitation by means appropriate to their
circumstances, including the right to nationalize or transfer property to
their nationals, this right being an expression of the full and permanent
sovereignty of States; no State can be subjected to economic, political
or other coercion aimed at preventing the full and free exercise of this
inalienable right,

E/CH.14/IEBCO/3O
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Recognising that sovereignty and control over natural resources require
the existence of the skills required for prospecting, evaluating and exploiting
those resources and that industrialization implies the processing of natural
resources into serai-finished and finished products,

Bearing.in mind the functions entrusted to the Economic Commission

for Africa in its terms of reference and. convinced of the need to increase
its capacity to take action with a view to enabling it £0 make an effective
contribution to the establishment of a new international economic order,

Convinced of the need to take urgent and particularly effective measures

to implement the Programme of Action as soon as possible,

!•

Decides for this purpose as a matter of priority?

Natural resources

(a)

to promote direct trade among African countries which are

producers of primary products in their raw and processed forms;

(b) to assist in the establishment of African raw material producers *

associations;

(c) to use every effort to strengthen the action of those producers*

associations already in existence in order to enable them to adopt a common

front, to improve their bargaining power;

(d)

to set up a council for consultation and co-operation among

the various producers* associations for the co-ordination of their activities
and for mutual support;

(e)

to provide the necessary technical assistance to help the African

countries on nationalisation and taking over control of their means of

production and exploitation;

(f)

to use to the maximum possible extent the services of African

(s)

to re-orientate the programme of work in the field of technical

experts;

assistance so that it will be focused on training of personnel especially

in the industrial field.
Projects

(h) to initiate £3 a matter of urgency action programmes in each
African country in close co-operation with OVU and international and regional
bodies to combat the problem of drought;

(i)

to seek to promote the establishment of agencies for the

promotion of investment and industrial zones in all African countries, with

a view to assisting in, and encouraging, the establishment of small-scale
and medium-scale projects for the processing of raw materials and to encourage

the creation of greater employnent possibilities;

(j)

to assist countries at the earliest possible opportunity in

creating means of communication capable of accelerating regional

integration in Africa;

xj.l
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(k)

to carry out studies on certain primary products or groups

of primary products of particular interest for Africa, vdth a view to

formulating strategies which take into account policies and measures applied
m relation to each of these products at various levels, frora raw materials

prospecting and production to markoting and final distribution, through the
stage of processing;

»

o-

. ^ W to Present to the African group at the seventh special session
of the General Assembly reports on the three groups of primary products
specially selected for the study, namely, palm oil products, phosphates and

potash, in the wider framework of fertilizers, and iron oreMonetary and financial problems

*

(m) to undertake aa a matter of urgency, by calling on African or

third world consultants, a study for the establishment of a regional monetarv
institution designed to:

(i)

(ii)

*

ensure regional monetary and financial integration;

strengthen the value of African currencies so as to enable

at least some of them to play a role.in. the international
financial market;

(iii)

to channel existing available finance.in Africa and the

third world within the framework of the rapid economic
and social development of African countries;

Pfft

the United Nations Development Programme, as a matter

of urgency, to provide all necessary financial, material and other support

to the Economic Comrai33ion for Africa within the framework of the
implementation of the present resolution;

„ ..

3*

Urfig3. the organizations and specialized agencies of the United

Nations, especially the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
the Food ana Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization, international financial
institutions and specialized bodies responsible for certain orimary products,
to make an effective contribution as aoon as possible to the'implementation
of tae present resolution within the framework of the implementation of the
Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order;

4- .Requests the Governments of member States to co-operate with
the Executive ..ocrctary in his efforts to put into effect the provisions of

tne present resolution.

*

The representatives of Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Sudan

expressed reservations on this paragraph (ra).
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No'3 ~ Meetings of the Technical Committee of Kxperts
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of past programmes

No.4 - Public administration

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling Commission resolutions 172(vTII) and 202(lX)T
in

account the
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Aware of the urgent need to find a satisfactory solution to the
problem of tho economic and social development of Africa,
■*■•

Invites tho Executive Secretary to provide the section of

Public Administration with the necessary structure and personnel able to

comprehend the problem of public administration from a global-and-dynamic

point of view;

2Requests the Executive Secretary to give priority to the
training and in-service training programmes for policy-making public officials;
3°

Authorizes the Commission to prepare a mid-term plan, the

objective of which will be to harmonize the methods of training for

administration in member States;

h*
Itecor.Tmend3 to the secretariat to undertake-a study of the
possible festablishmenfc of a regional centre for training and research in
the field of administration to train African personnel in the light of

African realities and concerns.

No.5 - Employment and manpower
The Conference of Minister's,

Recalling Commission resolution 2i:J^(Xl) of 22 February 1973 relating

to the beclaration on Trade and Development, paragraph 31 of which calls

upon African Governments to take appropriate steps to stop or reduce the
"brain drain" now affecting African countries with a view to ensuring that
the economic potential of the region is exploited through African skills
and technology,

Jfoting with appreciation the collaborative effort of EGA, QAU, 110
and IDBP in taking action in response to Economic and Social Council

resolution 1706(LIIl) of 2S July 1972, to investigate the conditions of

work of certain categories of African workers outside the African
region,

Appreciating the need to discourage the deportation of African labour

in any form,

Considering that the emigration of hundreds of thousands of African
workers to the developed countries is the result of the long period of
colonial domination of the African continent as a x*hole,
Further, considering that the growing number of qualified Africans
working in the developed countries is the result of the harmful methods
practised by these countries in their eagerness to ensure that they have the
maximum number of qualified staff needed to promote the expansion of their
economy,

Also considering!: 'that this brain drain greatly benefits the economies
of the developed countries while weakening the opportunities of the African
countries for development,
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NptjLng the human, social, economic and psychological conditions
in which African workors in the developed countries live,
Also noting the urgent need of the African economies for highly
qualified personnel,
Desiring the return of these thousands of African workers to their

Africanhomeland,

1.
Exhorts the Governments of States members of BCA to do all in
their power to ensure the return of African workors and supervisory personnel
to their home countries;

^*

fteJ3°rcpGnfls. that member States should adopt specific policies and

programmes aimed at encouraging and facilitating the return to their home
countries of African nationals residing and worlcing outside Africa;
3°
Call upon the Executive Secretary of EGA to initiate an evaluation
study of the effectiveneos and requirements of policies and programmes,
including incentives for encouraging th« return to Africa of qualified and

experienced African workers and professionals; and to give every encouragement
to African countries in their offort to develop the required policies9
programmes and incentives,

.
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